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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

As the individual is born into a physical world of things,

so is he born into a social wald cf persons and groups, each with its

own previously established behavior patterns and mores. The interaction

with other individuals and with groups make the individual a unique

person. Through the group, he satisfies his most fundamental needs,

aehieves his greatest sense of accomplishment, but also feels his most

acute frustration.
A Social organisation is everywhere present. Individuals are

members of femilies, groups, cliques. There is membership in the Boy or

l Girl Scouts, labor groups, fraternal crganizations, and churches. Througm

p such social organisations men achieve their goals and find their sense

of security.

The Hennonite Church, which provides the religious life for
’

the Mennonite girls in this study, serves as a social agency for about

300,000 baptized members. The essence of the Mennonite faith and its

influence on the homelife of the group will be discussed in a subsequent

chapter.

Authorities in adolescent adjustment and development suggest

that few people realize the influence of early social experiences upon

adjustment during adolescence; for it is during the developmental period

that the individual must achieve a workable reconciliation between highly

idiomatic meanings and socially regulated conduct, in order to take s.

mature place in society.
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Revio of Literature

For the purpos of this study, a review has been made ot the

published literature and research relating to the adolescent girl and

her development in home and social activities and general adjustment.

Although the literature is extensve, the research is limited.

The literature indicates that the average adolescent does not

take an active interest in household activities.

In a study made by Garriscn,l it was found that a great souce

of disagreement in the home was due to the lack of interest shown in per-

forning home duties. Jenkins, Bauer, and Shacterz in a report on a

group meeting on family problems say that the parents hesded their list

cf family problms with the satement that teen-agers are net as responsi-

p ble or helpful as they ought to be.

Thurow,3 in a study of the interests, activities, and problems

ot 300 rural girls, found that the girls were, on the whole, leading

nermally well·adjusted but busy lives. They were participating in and

enjoying household activities. Parent·child conflicts were found to be

few in number. The girls were apparently well satisfied with thier homes;

although many listed changes they would like to see made, especially in

household conveniences. A need for more social and reereational life was

found.

Livesay's study of The Activities and gdjustments of g-H Club

ggd Non-g-H Club Yoggg wenn og Amherst County, Vigggnia found that the

L-H Club girls appeared to have a wider variety of interests as well as

more total interest in activities, international topics, self and home
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improvement, and topics conerning prearation for marriage than did the

Non-Club girls.

Beeman,5 in analyzing the interests of sixty-sight high mdaool

girls, concluded that the major interests of high school girls are: per-

sonal appearance, self-improvement, the attention of boys and their school

crowd, doing things for others, out-of·door activities, and more learning.

n The interests most closely concerned with homemaking included personal,

family, and group relations; relations with children; and relations based

on money.

Cannon,6 after studying the interests an activities of fifty

· fouteen~year—old boys and girls, coneluded that boys and girls have many

interests in comcn and participate in many of the same activities.

Hill? found that teen-age girls' leisure·time activities con-

T sisted of listening to the radio, reading, and spending much time in recre-

ation outside the home. The majoity of the girls had little interest in

hobbies and revealed uncertainty in their relaticnships with boys.

Some attention has been given to the factors associated with

the adjusuaent cf adolescent girls an boys. In the published litera-

ture,8• 9• lon ll it appears to be the coneensus of opinion of educators

working with young people that perscnality adjustment, fmily relation-

ships in general, and cultural background are closely related. Well-

adjusted girls are easily distinguished from those who are poorly adjusted
I iby

the extent to which they are accepted among their friends and associ-

ates. Because the adolescent years cause new problems related to the

individual's status in the social unit, there is no guarantee that the
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well-adjusted child will make satisfactory adjustment during adolescenoe.

These authorities agree that some families do a much better

job than others of bridging the gap between the two generations and

bringing better understanding between them. Further, that the family con-

stitutes a system of relationships of its own, which are handed down from

generation to generation, and determine the individual variations of the

general behavior of all families. The contemporary family bears little

resemblance to the families of the adolescents' grandparente when chil-

dren's activities and interests centered in the home. Their activities,

recreational pursuits, attitudes and adjushments seem to be controlled by

goals peculiar to adolescence, namely emancipation from the family,

heterosexual adjustment; and vocational, ideational, and economic self-

determinaticn.
1 In their effort to understand and interpret the needs of the

developing personality, adults should come to recogniee the forms of

behavior which are commonly used by adolescents to cope with the emer-

gencies they meet, and they shculd consequently be able tc interpret them

in terms of the developmental process they serve rather than to subject

them to a code of standards adapted either from child or adult behavior•

MAS ß:bawmd;a
T

Autobioggaphies, by Thurowlz evidences were found that certain factors

in family life are important in the lives of chi1dren• The factors

which associated themselves more closely with satisfaetery family relation-

chips and which were used to characterise successful families were:

(1) Little tension in the hom

(2) Much family affection
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(3) Much entertaining of friends and relatives in the home
(A) Much entertaining of children's friends in the home
(5) Husband and wife attend social functions together
(6) Much consensus of opinion of parents on discipline
(7) Little dominance of father in the home

(8) Medium to much family counseling, preferably much
(9) Medium supervision of children'e activities by both

parents

(10) Medium to much confidence of the children in the

parents, preferably much.

The place that culture holds in pereonality growth and adjust-

ment is reciving considerable space in the literature. white,l3

Dennis,1Ä and Leel5 feel that one learns his culture very gradually, in

an early unintellectual, and uncritical age, and that a person cannot

be explained psychologically without taking into account his culture.
l It is important to study the processes by which a child takes over or

becomes opposed to the ideology and the style of living predominant

in his group. Culture is both an integnating and segregating factor

in human life and association. It makes for easy understanding and

mutual appreciation among those who share the same heritage; it makes

understanding difficult and appreciation rare among peoples of diverse

heritages.

Martin and Stendlerlé suggest that cultue does not determine

personality, but that the person does express his culture in his person-
ality.

Belo,l7 in a study of Balinese life concluded that there is a
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personality that typifies the Balinese people. It is characterized by

carefulness, deliberateness, and orderliness in their lives. The Bali-

nese culture gave Balinesions few choices with regard to behavior. It

required them to live according to a rigid code which controlled all

phases of their lives. The Balinese were found to be a well—balanced

people who seemed to lead lives relatively free from excessive tension,

in whose daily behavior love and affection were more frequently mani·

feated than enger and hostility•
4

Since it has been found that there is a basic Balinese person·

ality, it might also be asked whether there might be other groups with

basic personalities. Are there specific Mennonite cultural patterns ex»

pressed in the Mennonite youth's personality? It has been pointed out

by certain Mennonite leadersls that current outside influences es well

f as inner changes have so modified modern Mennonitism that it no longer

completely reflects the original Mennonite viewpoint• Gonsequently, the

cultural patterns are less distinctivs and therefore have a lesser in—

fluence on the personality of the Mennonite youth•

That culture and personality adjustment are olosely related

is generally accepted by the writers in the field. There is little

research to indicate how the specific requirements of specific sub~

cultural groups affect the personality of its youth when in association

with those of the majcrity culture grouping„

The Mennonite Church has certain practices dictated by its

belief which tsnd to set the followers off from the majority group.

These practices, as outlined in the Doctrinal Statement and Rules and

Discipline of the Virginia Mennonite Conferencelg follow:
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We believe that we are called with a holy calling to
a life of separation from the world and its follies, sinful
practices and methods; further that it is the duty of the I
Church to keep herself aloof from all movements which seek
the reformation of society, independent of the merits of the
death of Christ and the experience of the new birth.
Q Q l O I Q Q Q Q Q I I I I • I I • Q I Q Q Q Q I Q O I Q Q

~ Ne believe that . . . Christian women praying op prophe-
sying should have their heads covered; that the salutation of
the holy kiss should be duly and appropriately observed by·all
believers; that anointing with oil should be administered to
the sick who call for it in faith; that marriage between one
man and one woman is a divine inetitution dissoluble only by
death, that on the part of a Christian it should be "only in
the Iord," and that consistency requires that the marriage
relation be entered only by those of like precious faith.
QQ••••Q••••••I•••••••••••••••••

We believe that all Christiane should honor, pray for,
pay tribute to, and obey in all things those who are in
authority in state and nation, provided, however, tha.t ehould
instances arise in which obedience would violate the higher
law of God, , , , that Christiane should "adorn themselves in
modest apparel, not with broided hair or gold or pearls or
costly array; that the swearing of oaths is forbidden in the
New Testament Scriptures; that secret orders are antagonietic
to the tenor and spirit of the Gospel; and that life insurance
is inconsistent with filial trust in the providence and care
of our Heavenly Father.

we believe Christiane should not become aggressors in
suite at law . • . . •

hembrs of the Church shall not hold membership in
patriotic organizations, in Boy Scout organizations, in the
Young American organisations, and similar movements which may
fester the military spirit.

We ask our members to refrain from indulging in such forms
of entertainment as are contrary to Christian principles, such
as dancing, intermingling of the eexes at bathing beaohes and
swimming pools, card games, public parties, and such like.

we hold it to be inconsistent for Christiane to participate
in or patronise such forms of amsemsnts and recreation as
movies, theaters, Sunday ball games, regularly oganized contest-
ing ball teams, and such like.
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Brethren shall be consistent with eur profession of
godliness and simplicity in their attire. we discourage
neckties and encourage brethren to wear the rsgulation cost
and a plain het. we protest against practices of nudity and
seminudity.

The headdress of our sisters shall be a plain serviceable
bonnet which is consistent with the devotional head covering
and which will not be mistaksn for any form of hat, Sisters
shall not wear fashionable dresses and are encouraged to wear
the regulation caps dress approved by the Church.

The use of tobacco in any form is not only a filtny
U

habit, but is phyeically injurious and Scripturally inoonsis-
tent. Its use is to be discouraged by both precept and
example.

we protest against the manufacture, sale, and use of
intoxicating drinks.

Members shall not hold any political office that may
require any violation of the principles of nonresistanoe and
nonconformity, furthermere they shall not take part in

p electioneering or political demonstrations.

Thus the typical Mennonite hoe environment is designed to

build loyalty for the mores, traditions, ad other religious convic·

tions of the group. Dress restrictions, with specific requirements on

modesty and simplicity and in some cases a special cut, have aided in

giving the group a certain distinctiveness.

The question frequently is raised both within the Church

membership and outside as to the influence of these practices upon the

general adjustment or integration of the youth. This study proposes to

begin an exploration of this question.
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Purpose of Study

This investigation was planned as a comparative study of

two groups of girls living in the same community, The one group of
girls is of the Hennonite faith,

The study attempts, first, to compare the home, recrcational
and social activities of the Mennonite and Non—Mennonite girls, and the
girls* attitudes tcward these activities; and second, to analyse the

compsrative general adjustent of the Menncnite and Non-Mennonite girls,

_ - Procedures

'

The data for the study·were gathered through the group inter•

y view method during the fall and early winter of 195L, The girls were

interviewed in the high schools which they·attended during the regular
school pcriod,

The data were recorded on schedules, which were especially
designed for this purpose, and on two adjustment inventories. Each girl

filled out her schedules and inventories under the supervision of the
investigator, As soon as the schedules and inventories were completed
they were collected by the investigator, The responsesof the Mennonite
and Non—hennonite girls were tabulated separately and then compared,

Before the study was begun, the active cooperation of the
l

director of the high school division of the Eastern Mennonite College

and the principal of the Mt, Clinton High School was obtained,

Limitations of the Study

There are certain limitations inherent in this study, In the
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first place, the study was made of girls in one comunity, and it is

not known whether the comnity is typical of rural communities in

Virginia.

The Mennonite girls were attending the high school division

of Eastern Mennonite College, which took them away from the commnity

for school purposes. Also, most of the social activities of the

Mennonite girls were centered at Eastern Mennonite College or in the

Mennonite Church. No doubt, certain factors of adjustment would have

been weightsd differently had both groups of girls associated together

in most of the activities of the comnity„

Another limitation is the smallness of the sample. In order

to project these findings it would be necessary to sample Mennonite and

Non—Esnnonite young people in various places with varying socio·economic

backgrounds. e

The extent to which individuals in answering questions con-

cerning themselves tend to overrate themselves is not known; however,

it is believed that the average individual tends to favor himself.

There is no reason to assume that one group of girls would have mors

inclination to fever themselves than the other.

Although the girls were carefully instructed concerning

recording of information, and the schedules and inventories evidencsd

care in filling them out, the accuracy of the girls in reporting could

not be checked•

Subjects in the Study

All the families rcpresented in this study lived in the
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commnities of Mt. Clinton and Parkview, Virginia.

The 50 Mennonite girls were day students of the high school

division of Eastern Mennonite College, which is located one mile north ‘

of Harrisonburg, Virginia. The A7 Nonehennonite girls attended Mt.

Clinton rural high school three miles west of Harrisonburg, Virginia.

Table 1 shows that the occupational groupi¤8s of the fathers

of the Mennonite and Non—Mennonite girls were quite similar; however, a

slightly larger poportion of the Mennonite fathers fell into the pro—

fessional class.

. Twice as many Nonahennonite mothers (31.9 per cent) were

( working outside the home as Mennonite (16 per cent).

The average age of the parents of the girls was similar. In

the Mennonite group the average age of the fathers and mothers was h6.L

years and hA.l years respectlvely. For the Non—hennonite group the

average age of the fathers was hk.9 years and of the mothers L2,8 years.

The sohooling of the Mennonite parents was slightly superior

to that of the Non—Mennonite. Table 2 shows that 30 percent of both

Mennonite mothers and fathers had schooling beyond high school, while

this was true of only 19 per cent of the Non—Mennonite mothers and 17

per cent of the fathers.

Family size was similar for both groups. The Mennonite fami-

lies average h.8 children while the average for the Non-Mennonite family

was k.h children. Among the Non-Mennonite families, in five cases there

was an only child and in the Mennonite group there were no only child

families.
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1 On the whole, the majority of these families owned their

homes, This was true of 88 percent of the Mennonite‘families as com-

pared to 80.9 per cent of the Non—Mennonite families. The houses of

I the two groups averaged approximately·8 rooms. The Mennonite homes were

more often modern than the Non-Mennonite homes. Table 3 shows the pro-

portion of the two groups of homes with running water, bathroom facili-

ties, central heat, etc.
On the basis of the above data, it seems safe to eonelude,

that on the whole, the socio—econom1c backgrounds of the two groups of

families were similar with a slight advantage for the Mennonite group
I

in parental education.
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Table 1, Occupations of Mermonite and Non-Menuonite Fathers

3 1 Pe o fahe sOc „ at
onProfessional 10.0 0.0
Agriculture 38.0 7 1+9.0

Skilled & semi~skil1ed labor 22.0 29.8
Sales and elerical 11+.0 12.7

1 Deceased or no answer 16.0 8.5
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Table 2. Data on Mennonite and Non—Mennonite Families

Percent
Mennonite Non-Mennonite

. Father Mother Father Mother

1 Age of Parents
31-AO years 16.0 26.0 27.6 A0.5

A1-50 years 56.0 56.0 A9.0 A0.5

51-60 years 12.0 1h.O 12.7 7.0

61-65 years 2.0 0.0 2.1 0.0

No information lh.0 A.0 8.6 12.0

Average age A6.A AA.1 AA.9 A2.8

Years of Schoelggg ~
A years or less 0.0 0.0 2.1 0.0

5·7 years 10.0 20.0 kh.6 25.5

8-11 years 38.0 38.0 25.5 A6.8

12 years or more 30.0 30.0 17.0 19.2

Deceaaed 12.0 0.0 A.3 2.1

No information 10.0 12.0 6.A 6.A

Egger gg Chggdren in the
§.e...¤i..L!

1 or 2 18.0 23.A

3 or A 32.0 31.9

5 or 6 3A.O 23.h

7 or more 16.0 21.3
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Table 3. Housing Conditions of Mennonite and Non—Mennonite Families

Mennonite Non»Mennonite

House owned 88.0 80.9

Running water in home 86.0 68.1

Bathroom in house 80.0 59.6

House centrally heated 70.0 25.5

House electrified 9h.O 91.5

Telephone in the house 90.0 85.1

Girl has bedroom alone 5b.O 68.1

sm ....8. 0,- M., . l
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CHAPTER II

THE MENNONITE HERITAGE AND THE HOME

The roots of Mennonitiam run back to the Anabaptists who

were a so-called radical religious sect which had its beginning in

r middle Europe simultaneously with the reformation movements. The
i name Anabaptiste, as they·were scornfully called, was given them be-

cause thgrpracticed believers' baptism•

It was not their faith in a form of baptism that gave them

their distinctiveness and their courage. Rather they confessed an

awareness of an immediate commnnion with the Christ of the New Testa-

ment who set their pattern for daily life. They had no state to support

them, but instead a deep convioticn of the truth of the New Testament

Scriptures, which they had accepted for their guidance and pattern„l

While other reformation groups were proclaiming "Justifi—

cation by Faith" the Anabaptists were emphasizing discipleship, which

meant bringing the whole of life under the Lordship of Christ, They

believed the Christian life is a life to be°lived every day, in every

thought and deed•2

The central Anabaptist socio—religious idea was the concept

of the brotherhood — a voluntary church of comitted believers only•

The course of the Anabaptists was so swift that their doctrines soon

overspread the whole land and they obtainsd a substantial following,

beptizing thousands and teaching them to regard the church as a

brotherhood•3

, Into the brotherhood were attracted such men of learning as
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Conrad Grebel, Hans Denck, Fe1ix.Manz, Obbe Phillips, and henno Simons

who became the great leader and organizer of Anabaptism, as well as many

followers from the comon people with little learning aside from.a

knowledge of the Scriptures. They thought of the church as the family

of God, and they as members of the family addressed each other as

”brother” or “sister”, It was also considered wrong to divide the

brotherhood into ”1aity” and “c1ergy” for ordination merely leid certain

responsibilities and burdens upon a brother but he still remained a

brother, Anything which tended to call attention to theeducational or

cultural attainments of a brother was therefore considered unscriptural„Ä

In contract to the Catholics and Lutherane cf the Reformation

period, the Anabaptists intensely opposed every form of union of church

and state, and sought to carry the pirit of individual expression into

religious life, They upheld the freedom and responsibility of the in-

dividual to interpret the scriptures and to worship God according to

the inner pronptings of the conscience,5

It should also be pointed out that thß Anabaptists always con»

sidered the Holy Scriptures of the New Testament the only rule of faith

and practice, Their test of Christianity was net so much in holding

certain dogmas as in the actual change of heart and piety of life,

Christian fellowship was to be had only with brethren who

were comitted to the same faith, Such precticee of the church as close

communion and separation from.the world, served as means whereby their

fellowship was guarded from outside influences, The Anabaptists desired

fellowship in a church committed to discipleship to Christ, a voluntery

church composed of believers who practiced Christian love and brotherhood
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and who renounced all forms of violence. This was considered by them
the reconstruction of New Testament Christianity.6

The only part of the Anabaptists which have preserved a

historic continuity until the present day are the Mennonites.

g From the year 15hL, when the term Menist (Nennonite) was

p first used by Countess Anne in West Friesland, the Anabaptists of the
Netherlands and Germany were referred tc by this name. Driven on by

D
the rod of persecution and urged forward by burning passion to share
their faith with their fellows, the Mennonites oarried their story

into other lands, always seeking to keep their emphasis on “living

the simple life." Throughout their history Mennonites have always been
v taught to respect the *faith of their fathers.” The core of their faith

was, in eseenoe a beliefv in the brothsrhood composed of comitted dis-

ciples, obedienco to the New Testament teachings, practicing the way

of love, and living the simple life.
In Pennsylvania Dutch terms the church is never called the

"Kirche“ which symbolizes a powerful organization, but the “Gemeinde°

which implies a brotherhood ruled by love. By this rule, the church

has come to be respected as a very powerful social agency in melding

and governing the lives of its youth.
In an address delivered at a conference on hennonite Communi-

ty Life held at Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana, on March 16 and 17,

19L5, Paul Erb portrayed the powerful influence of the church on the

life of its constituency. He quoted es follows:
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”The heart of every·Mennonite commnity ie its meeting
house. Here the congregation gathers on Sunday·morning,
probably also on Sunday evening, and somtimee in a week—day
meeting, for worehip and religioue inetruction. There may be
additional meetige for weddinge end for funerals. Sometimes
the eewing circle holds its monthly meeting in the church
building, Evangelietic meetings and summer Bible school may
put the church into daily use. To the various meetings of the
church the entire congregation comes. The old people are therel at least on Sundey·morning. The children come, not just for
Sunday school, but for the entire service. Oftentime the
older boys and girls at least will be sitting together, prob-
ably on the front bench of th church. All the mothers are
there with their babiee. One learns to go to church early if
he ie a Mennonite. The preacher expecte the competition of
crying babiee and restlese children. It would bother him far
more if they weren't there. Regular ataendance ie the rule
rather then the exception in most of our Hennonite churchee.
Very frequently the total ettendance excceds the membership

t of the church, because of the children an the frequent
visitors.

The church services are a genuine comunity project. The
minister or ministere have more than likely been ordained from
among the membership of the congregation• They live with the
people during the week, and to a coneiderable extent earn
their living in the same way that the members do. They are‘ financial counsellors ae well as epiritual adviaers, The
Sunday school officere and sometimes the teaohere have been
elected by the popular vote of the congregation. There ie no
choir or epecialized group to do the einging, but the entire
congregation Joins in heartily. All important decieone
concerning the life and activities of the church, are decided
in a church couneel meeting. Members are given the feeling‘ that they are very mnch e part of the chrch. As they sing
and talk and pray together they have a sense of onenese in
faith and life.

But the meetings at the church are not only for purposes
of worship. Here the members of the church meet one another.
It ie commn practice for everyone to ahake hands es far around
ae time and opportunity permit. Oftentimee the handehekc ie
eccompanied by the kiss of love, and thus the social fellowehip
is elevated to the dignity of a church ordinance. Early errivals
stand around outside the church to visit if the weather permite.
If not, they.may visit in the ante·ro¤ms or even in the pews
of the church. One comes to church to worship, certainly; but
ien't it good religion, too, toiae friendly? It mat be
admitted that it ie not an uncommon practice for some of thin
friendly visiting to continue into or even entirely·though a
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church service. And when the benediction is pronounced the
aisles and entranoe ways may be clogged for thirty minutes or
more as friends greet friends, discuss affairs, religious or
social, and try to comlete arrangements as to who will eat
dinner with whom. Sunday afternoons are frequently spent in

V visiting together, family with family. Every good Mennonite
home feels that the other folks of the congregation should be
entertained there at least once every year or uro.

The social life of the young people is pretty much con-
fined to the congregational groxqa. They have their non-
Mennonite neighbors, of course, with ehem they have friendly
contacts. They go to school and make friends there. But the
basic social life of the community is pretty well confined
within denominational boundaries. When the young people have
a singing or a social, it is the church group who are expected
to be there. wives and husbands are ohosen, for the most part,
from the mmber families, so that in some of our older and
more self-contained communities, people may firm themselves
more or less closely related to seventy··five percent of
the congregation.

Members of the church, most of whom are farmers, co-‘ operate in their work. They help one another in threshing
and picking com, in butchsring and in barn raising. The
women help each other with their artistio patch-work quilts
and perhaps in drying com and csnning fruit. When someone
moves, the work entailed is a neigxborhood affair. In case
of a death in the home, household responsibilities are promptly
taken over by sympathetic sisters who preside until after the
funeral. Various forms of mntual aid are common. Losses by
fire, storm, or theft may be- shared by the more fortunate ones.
Sometimes, of course, this mutual aid is systematized through
a mutual aid crmnisation.

· In these and many other details which could be mentioned,
it is apparent that there is a genuine cmunity interest.
It is clear, too, that there is a definite connection between
the secular and the religious phases of life. The religion,
moreover, is not peripheral, but it is central and basic to the
whole structure. The comaunity we have described is a Mennonite
community, and the true connotation of the term Hennonite as
applied to it is a religioue one.7

According to a notedhennonite historian,8 a distinguishing

charaoteristic of the Old Mennonite Church? is a moderate conservatism.

In an attempt to safeguard their oonservatism and give their group

solidarity they observe such ordinances as baptism by affusion of
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believers only, communion, feetwashing, anointing of the sick, non-

secrecy, and the kiss of charity. These practices, however, are not

only for solidarity of purposes but also for their spiritual signifi-

cance. They officially prescribe the bonet, prayer head covering,

and the regulation garb.10 Their meeting houses are quite plain;

instrumental music is not given a place in the wereip experience.

Ministers of their congregations are often chosen by lotll from.the

brotherhood. Stipulated ninisterial salaries are considered un-

scriptural. A member who takes part in carnal warfare, or·who marriee

a divorced copanion is excluded. Oathe are forbidden as well as

„ suite at law. Such practices as just mentioned are considered, among

other spiritual values, by·the group leaders as important ways of

fostering simplicity of life.
T

For at least two centuries, the Menncnitee were unfriendly

to scholastic and scientific pursulte. They looked askance at human

learning. To study the Bible and tolxave explicit faith in God was

considered eufficieu. The Biblical warning that “knowledge puffeth

up" was taken very eeriouely. Then, too, since the early Mennonite

immigrants were farmers, they had practically no oppotunity for

cultural pursuits. The eoil and the God of the soll demanded their

time and energy.

Since the year 189A the Old Hennonites have becoe in-

creasingly interested in higher education, sms conference districts,

however, being ahead of others. The Virginia District Ccnferene of

Mennonites, which includes the Mennonite fanilies under consideration
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in this study, began their higher educational program in the year 1917.

The lack of interest earlier in the brotherhood with regard

to scholastic and cultural pursuits wae not only due to the possible
I

worldly involvements but was also related to their concept of the stsward-

ship of the Chrietian's time. Their enphasds, as previoualy stated, was

upon Christian life as something which includes the whole of life and in

which no area may be left outside the concern and minietry of the church,
H nd even one*s time; it too belonged to God. In a world so xeplete with ·

spiritual needs a Christian has little time to devote to cultural pur--

suits. Doctor Paul Hiniger, a conteqaorary Mennonite church leader,

summarized the Hennonite viewpcint in the following words:
“Art is a medium of expressing an ideal through form.

It may be used as a medium of comunicatlon or be med to
induce an aesthetic experience as an endin itself.

One°s gift as a creator of art may be dedicated tc the e
communication of Christian truth and Christian experience
and it may be dedicated to the expression of com other ideal
for the sake of Christ who is the Lord of beauty. One may
enjoy an aeethetic experience as a gift from God.

However, the aesthetic experience has often been a —
suhstitute for a genuine religious experience. The fine arts,
historically, have been ccmpetitors of God for a place in
the lives of men. Furthermore, the arts have been used and
are being used to a large extent today to degrade man rather
than restore him to the image of God.

They must therefore be used discriminatingly and cau-
tiously. It is my humble opinion that in our world today with
its desperate human and spiritual needs, a Christian dieciple
who is sedcing to bring his entire life under the Lordship of
Christ, will find relatively little tim to devote to the
enjoyment of the fine arts as ends in themselves. This will
be true, not because thq are wrong and sinful in any legalistic
sense, but because the Lordship of Christ demsnds that the
disciple give his time and energies to other concerns and activ-
ities which are relatively more important".l2
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The Hennonites of today recognize the serious threat of u

modern culture to their distinctive way of life. Some Hennonite groups

seek to maintain their heritage by developing a strong group consoious···

ness through which the members feel a sense of belonging to the group.

Other Mennonite groups, such as the Virginia conference, attempt to

perpetuate their heritage, not by trying to keep the membermip aloof

from the cultural surroundings, but by having a small conference group

determine the detailed regulation for the brotherhooch Shelly observed

that none of the various Hennonite groups has a final answer to the

question of how a way of life can be maintained in our modern social

ordexu]'3

There seem to bs four current forces adversely affecting the
’ life of the Hennonite cmunitm They are the influence of, materialien,

the impact of modern education, the effects of urbanisation, and the

enervationu of religious tolerance. Mumaw comments on these currents as

follows:
f "Mmy of our people are being influenced in their

economic practices by a strong urge to mccxmulate wealth„
They are living for the dollar. Major decisions are in-
fluenced strongly by the question, *Doee it psy?* When
people oonstantly make material gain their measure of
success they are governed by this second type of materia-
lim. These forces have made tremendous inroads upon our
Hennonite cemmunitzlsm. The passion for earning, spending, and
accumulating sets up a spirit of unwholesome rivalry within
the commnity. When such unhealthy competition risee, the
sense of brotherhood is lost. The community life disintegrates
and the ties that bind human hearts in Chritian fellowship are
broken. ·

The acceptance of higher education in the Mennonzlte
community presents a new force that militates against our
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traditional beliefs and practices. It has induced many to
discard their former culture, and san who retained their
meuorship with the church have initiated the acceptance ofnew ideaa. ”‘

These same forces are influencing the Mennonits com-
munity through the public schools. The social preesures and
the educational drives are turning our youth away. The
curriculums are highly seculariasd and arc geared to indoctri—
nate students with a node of thinking that is receptive or
sven suhnissive to the influence of the secular state. The
environment is governed with a code of ethics that is foreign
to our Christian interpretations of the Bible, Mennonite youth pform friendships with worldly·minded students; these form the
background of social pressure that often makes it hard for the
lade to retain their nonresistant position under conscription.
This breakdown of hennonite principles is the result of a gradual
but pereistont influence of the total society. Our youth havebeen in too close contsäl with the world without sufficient
guidance to keep them it created in the church city.
ee•0••••e6••0••••••••••••••••so

In so far as our Hsnnonite cities are becouing
urbanized a certain meaaure of sophistication is setting in.
The traditional forne of simple hospitality are being lost.‘ The hoet and hostess think a certain amount of preparation
must be made before guests can be entertained. We do not
want people to see us in our daily curroundings; we prefer
to have everything set in order. Such fellowship is un-
natural and a hit unfriendly to the spiritual values of
the community life. .

° The effects of urbanization arc most noticeabls among T
those who migrate to the city. High wages are shortly con-
suaed by a comparable high cost of living. The so-called
high standards of living are an illustration which falls to H
provide the anticipated economic security. Far too many
Hennonite youths, have been drifting to the cities, losing
their traditional life and convictions to a poorly con-·
structed philosophy of urban life, and to a mac poorly
adjusted social and religious eccperiencm.

The most detrimental effect of urbanization on the
life of the Hennonite cmmunity is its failure to maintain
the integrity of the family unit. Menbers of the fanily
create friendshipe with people in separate circlcs. They go
to work at different hours and find no time for canon
fellowehip in the family circle. In mazv homes it is almost
impossible to have a common worship experience, with all
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members present at the family altar. Furthermore, it has
been pointed out by students of sociolcgy that the urban
population does not reproduce itself. The urbanized Men-
nonite community is no exception to this trend. v

‘ During the past few decades this same spirit of toler-
ance has affected the Hennonite attitude teward the Bible.
Strange eystems of interpretation, new philosophiee of
Christianity, and a growing tendency toward the eriteria
of reason have rebbed us of historia simplicity in eur
approach to the Bible. We have been pressed with lines cf
logic, with demands of tbeolcg, and with systems of belief
until men are afraid to accept and preach literal interpre-
tatiens of the Bible. This tendcncy has confused our prin-
ciples of nonresistance with a philosophie creed of modern
pscifism. It has invited apologies for the literal observance

· of such Bible teachings as the devotional head covering, the
kiss of charity, and feet washing. It has found excuses for
innovations that jeopardise practices of eeparation from the
world."]-‘*

Progress and change leave impacts that create some rest-

lessnese and dissatiefaetion among certain Mennonite family groups.

To this end numercus disciplines and methods are designed by the

various groups as efforts to transmit the different expreseions of the

Hennonite heritage. Appendix, Exhibit D, is a copy of the discipline

of the Virginia Mennonite Conference governing the Mennonite families

included in this study.

Not all Mennonite family leaders are eqmlly capable in

transmitting the Mennonite heritage to their children. Sims the

Mennonite Church has no strong central governing body, but rather

seeks to operate somewhat democratically, considerable responsibility

s rssts with the parents in developing conviction in the youth to re-

spect and obey the standards and disciplines of the church.

Within each Mennonite community are
sa

few parents who seem
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to lightly regard their spiritual task and are not dlligent in teach-

ing the Mennonite way of life to their children nor in Living out its

details before them. However, for the larger group, deep rellgious

convictlons are at the core of their home life. In other words the
home life of the typioal Menncnlte fully reflects this deep religious

i

faith. In the run of dally family life they are quick to condemn as

worldly anything that would come te stand between them au! their faith.

The extreme religious emphasis overshadows, and in some cases, results

a lack of emphasis in other areas of life. Aesthetio and cultrral

appreciation, regard for social etiquette, and the sense of personal

dignlty are values that are likely to be slighted•

Since the Hennonlte constituency is largely a rural farm

group, of whom are many who take prlde in their farms, economic success

ranks high in their classification of values. The development of

vooatlonal skills needed for the farm home operation are also con-

sidered essentials„

As one views the Mennonite faith and rcligious practice he

becomes convzinced that there is a very close relationship between their

rellgon and the home. The rellgious cleunt sets the pattern; conse-

quently, home life drould never be studied without paying due attention

to the total Mennonite oonfession of faith.
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CHAPTER III

ACTIVITI PATTERHS OF HENNOHITE AND NON·HENNOHI‘1'E

HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

Household Activities

Mennonite parents have traditicnally accepted as their

responsibility the training of children in the practical arts which

they deem necessary to their survival. Since seperation from the

world is regarded as a tenant of their faith, they feel impelled to
i

provide many educational experiences for their children in order that

they may hold intermingling with the world to a minimum.

There is a strong feeling that through the working and

playing together of parents and children a stabilising influence is

exerted on the entire family. If this premise is correct, thm one

might expect to find more interest shown by the Mennonite girl in house-
· hold activities than is true of girls in general.

T
If these families are typical of Mennonite and Non-Mennonite

· families, there is no measurable difference in the extent to which the

two groups of girls perform hcusehold activities. Table L; shows that

the Mennonite girls in this study were slightly more active in house-

keeping activities; while the Non··Mennonite girls were more apt to do

outside chores. Again, the Mennonite girls were slightly more active in

special food preparation like pie, cookie, cake and bread baking than

the Non-Mennonite girls. This may result fra a cultural difference in

the family; since traditionally the Hennonite familien take pride in

their home baking, and these activities may be more emphasised in the
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Mennonite home.

In the care of children, the Mennonite girls were slightly

ahead in the areas of putting the younger brothers and sisters to bed

and dressing and undressing thm, but this was due partly to the fact

that 10 per cent of the Hon··Mennonite girls were only children. The

llennonite girl more often did the laundering and ironing of her own

clothing, while the Non·-Hennonite girl more frequently did her own

mending. e

Althoughthe extent to which the Mennonite and Non-·Hennon:\:te

_ girl participated in houeehcld activities was similar, there was a dif-

ference in their attitudes toward hcusehold activities. The Mennonite

girl more frequently expreseed a like for household activities and less

frequently expreesed a dislike than did the Hcn··l·Iennonite grls.

The Hemonite girls were slightly more apt to save the money

they earned or use it for incidentals; while the Non-dlennonite ßrls

more frequently used the money which they earned to buy clothes and pay

for school lumhes. The chief reason given by both groups of girls for
V

working was to have qzending money.

The extent to which the two groups wwked outside the home

for money was practically the same. Approocimately one··third of the

girls worked outside the home as much as one day a week; while all of

the girls were earning some money outside the home.
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Table L. Percent of Mennonite and Non-Mennonite Girls Partioipatlng
Regularly in Household Activities

Housekeeplng Activities:
Dust furniture 90.0 68.1
Dust floor with dry mop 60.0 61.7
Sveep floora V 70.0 „ 61.7
Clean porohes Sh.0 51.1
Clean windows 16.0 23 .1. 7
Clean rugs 68.0 59.6

° Clean refrigerator 11..0 21.3

Meal Preparatlon Actlvltles:
Planning menue 11..0 23.1.
Marketing 12.0 17.0
Preparatlon of food 32.0 23 .1.
Preparation of part of food 71..0 36.2
Servlng food 1.1..0 38.3
Waehing dlsbes 80.0 78.7

Special Food Preparatlon Activities:
Family food oeo Oeo
FamilyBread

baking 8.0 1..3
Cookie baklng v — 26.0 12.7
P1. :...1:1..; 11..0 6:.5
Cake baklng 22.0 19.2
Dressing chlokens 0.0 0.0 „
Making desserts 21..0 19.2 ·

Care of Children Activities:
Dressing and undresslng 21..0 11..9
Givlng a bath 10.0 11..9
Feedlng 8.0 12.7
Entertalning 22.0 25.5
Putting to bed 20.0 8.5

General Hom Activities:
Family laundry 32.0 21.3
Personal laundry 52.0 29.8
Family sewlng 0.0 0.0
Personal eevlng 8.0 8.5
Family nending 0.0 0.01 Personal mending 8.0 19.2
Fully lroning 56.0 1.9.0
Personal lronlng 61..0 1.6.8
Care of oun roon 88.0 85.1

Outdoor Home Activities:
Work in lawn 22.0 38.3
Work in garden » 6.0 12.7
Milk cmrs 8.0 10.6
Feed chickens 8.0 21.3

in e. 0 0 O 0
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Table 5. Attitude of Hezmonite and Nozväennonite Girls Toward
Household Activities Expreeeed in Per cent

e te
Ho ehcld t vit s .„ e ent . .1 .„.. , f rent D ____ es

7 116...6 1.••pi¤s 70.0 22.0 6.0 1.0.1. 26.0 31..0
Neal preperatiom 68.0 22.0 10,.0 „ 51.1 17.5 21.1.
Spec. :660 p.·«p...·.-.616.. 61..0 28.0 6.0 1.6.9 31..1 17.0

4

cu-. 6: children 1.1..0 51..0 2.0 36.2 52.3 8.5
General 1.6... .661611.y 62.0 32.0 6.0 1.6.6 19.8 23.1.
c1.6.·.« 1.0.0 1.6.0 11..0

7
27.7 -1.2.5 29.8
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Table 6. Per cent of Mennonite an Honahennonite Girls working
Outside the Hoe

M~n¤onite H~· Mennonite

Work outside the home:

1 Day per week 33.0 35.0

Occasionally „ 67.0 65.0

Use made_of money by girls
who worked outside home:

Seved it 52.0 30.h

Buy clothes end sohoole „ ‘
lunehes O 3h.B

S1¤¤¤ü¤s ww fw
ineidentals h8.0 3&.8

Reason for working outside of
home:

To help family 11.0 h.2

To have money of her own h9.0 73.9

Wishes to b0.0 21.8
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. Social and Recreational Activities

Participation in various recreational activities in the

home is similar for the two groups with the Mennonite girls being

slightly more active. ‘

The Ncn·Hennonite girls were somewhat more_inclind tc like

participation in family group activities than were the Mennonite g1r1s;

although the difference is not great.

The attendance at recreaticnal and social activities outside

the home again is quite similar for the two groups. The interest in

particular activities did show some variation. There was little dif—

ference when one considers the total group of activities witin a

special class. For example, in the field of sports more of the Non-

Mennonite girls swim than do the Mennonits, but more Mennonite girls
lplay

tennis. More of the Mennonite girls ice—skate, while more of the

Non—Mennenite girls are found roller·skating.

The attitudes of the two groups toward their social and

recreaticnal activities are similar. The chief difference arises in

relation to specialized activities which are not part of one or the

other of the groups. For example, 75 per cent of the Nonehennonite
i

girls like club meetings in contract to lk per cent of the Mennonite

girls. On the other hand, 82 per cent of the Mennonite girls like ·
literary society meetings in contract to 15 percent of the Non¤Mennonite

‘ girls.

This difference is due to the fact that among the Mennonite
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group most club meetings are called literary society meetings; while

among the Non—Hennonite group they are called club meetings. ‘

The Menaonite girls express no like for or participation

in dancing, eaniplsying, bowling, and movies. Since these activities

are denied by the Church to Mennonite young people, they would have

no experience with them.

Not only·wes the extent of activities within the home

similar for the Mennonite and Non—Mennonite girls, but, also, the

amunt of time spent away from home was similar. The average number

of evenings per week spent in activities away from home was 2.6 for

the Mennonite girls and 2.8 for the Non~Mennonite girls. When cut of
6

home in the evenings, the Mennonite girls more frequently went to “

Church; the Non—Mennonite girls went to the movies and to parties.

The extent to which the girls had friends in their homes

and went to their friends' homes was similar for the two groups.

Again, the proportion of girls who would like more social activity

was similar for the two· groups of girls.

The majority of the girls in both groups expressed theme

selves ss feeling at esse around members of their own sex, but only

52 per cent of the Mennonite and 6h per cent of the Non—Mennonite girls

expressed themselves ss feeling at esse among boys their own age.

One difference found between the two groups was the nmber

of girls dating. Only BA per cent cf the Hennonite girls were dating,

while 81 per cent of the Nonehennonite girls were dating, and for

those girls dating there was some tendency for Nonehennonite girls to
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Table 7. Per Cent of Mennenite and Non-Mennonite Girls Participating
in Recreational Activities

' A" Partici•ation Likes
Recreational Activities Mgnnonite Non·Menno. ;ctivitie;

EEEEEIEEEIIIEKE!E![I££!üIE§!|uenemesse

Inside the home:
Family grou activities:

Hßßdiüß 4 · 26 30 3A 9 A3 A3
Letter writing 16 3A 2A 17 28 3A
Picnics A2 A6 88 3A 55 85
Discussions 1 3A 50 58 13 62 _66
Music 2A A2 5A 21 36 51
Parties 18 52 5A 9 60 70
Radio listenißg 2A 36 A2 32 3A 66
Television watching 0 6 A 28 26 A9
Games 1A A0 A8 11 A7 57
Entertaining guests AA A8 76 23 51 70
Entertaining friens A0 50 80 17 53 68
Reunions 32 A6 70 15 51 51
Birthday parties 18 'A2 50 15 51 60
Parties for younger brothers

and sisters 12 22 22 6 22 38
Outside the home:

Club meetings 1A 12 1A 36 A5 75
Literaries 5A 3A 82 2 13 15
Dances 0 0 0 13 30 38
Playing cards 0 0 O 11 A5 A5
Attending camp 10 36 AO 13 32 A5
Parties for mixed groups

of own age 36 A8 82 23 68 90
Parties for girls alone

of own age 2A A2 62 17 57 72
Concerts 10 32 A0 A 15 15
Lectues _ 6 3A 28 2 15 A
Sunday School picnics 18 3A 50 21 60 81
Youth Conferences and

Fellowships 2A 32 38 30 A9 72
Car riding AA A2 8A 57 36 89
Best riding 16 38 A8 ll 23 366 Visiting with friends of

own age A6 52 86 Al A7 83
Visiting with old people 18 6A 6A 19 51 60
Swimming 21 36 A8 32 A1 68
Tennis A 18 A0 5A 2 17 15
Ball games . A6 AA 78 32 38 60
Attending school ball games A2 38 7A 3A A7 75
Ice sksting with groups 1A 2A 22 0 13 6
Roller skating with grops 10 20 18 32 A9 82
Bowling O 0 0 A7 A7 9A
Movies 0 0 O A7 A7 9A
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Table 8. Evenings Away from Home and Places Attended by Mennonite
and Hen·-Mennonite Girls Expressed in Percent

Me o e Non·-Me « nite

Evenings away from home per
week:

No evenings 0.0 1..3

1 evening 11.0 6.5

2 evening: 33.0 21.7

3 ¤V¤¤i¤8s 33.0 39.1

I. evenings 21.0 19.7
1

S evening: 2.0 8.7

Places attended:

Church activities 80.0 29.8

Social visiting 36.0 1.1..6

Movies O 55.3

School activities 51..0 57.1.

Parties and social
activities 18.0 l.1..6
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Table 9. Time Spent in Social Activities and Attitudes Toward
Activities kprossed in Per Cent

7 onite Non-·Me onit e
Number of times per month you have
friends in home for social activities:

3 or less times per mmh 90.6 78.1:
1. or more times psr month 9.1. 21.6

Number of times psr month you go to ·
friends' homes for social activities:

3 or less times per month 78.6 81..2

A or more times per month y 21.1+ 15.8
Would you like more social activities:

Yes 89.6 85.0
No 10.1+ 15.0

Do you prefer your social activities
to be in mixed groups:

Yes 96.9 81:.2
No 3.1 15.8

Do you feel at esse when among girls
6

·
your own age?

Yes 86.0 91.5
Do you feel at oase men among
fellows your own age?

Yes 52.0 6l..O
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date more frequently than Hennonite girls. A larger propertion of the

Hon·Mennonite parents apprcved of their girls dating than did the Men-

nonite parents. Among the activities engaged in while dating, movie

attendance ranked highest for Non-Mennonite girls, while social

activities in home, school, and cmunity ranked highest for Men- „

nonite girls. Both groups ef girls unanincusly reported that their

parents appreved ef their dating activities andtheir dating partners.

As to personal intimacies, the Nen-Hennonite girls who

dated reported a eignifieantly greater frequency in pernitting their

date to kiss them goodnight than did the Mennonite.

The Mennonite girls who were net dating felt that the age

of 15 years or older was suitable for beginning to date, while 28.6

per cent of the Non-Iiennenite girls felt that lle years was sufficient

age to start dating.

There was a measurable difference in the family religious

activities of the two groups of girls. Seventy per cent of the Marmo-

nite families have family Bible reading and prayer in the home as

opposed to 10.6 per cent cf the Non-·Hennonite. Also 96 per cent of

the Hennonite families attend worship services regularly as a grow

while this was true of only hé.8 per cent cf the Non-Mennonite fa.mi·~

lies. This difference probably reflects the family-··centeredness of

2{ennenite practices. It is custemary for Mennonite families to ge to

church services together irrespective of age.
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Table 10. Dating Activities ef the Mennonite and Non-Mermonite° Girls Expressed in Per Cent ef Girls

monteNumber

of girls datißß 31..0 81.0

Age started dating:

13 or under 29.1. 15.8
3 lk 23.5 55.3

15 or over l.7.l 28.9

Number of dates per month:

3 or less 3 50.0 19.1+

1. - 6 26.5 11.1.
7 ·- 9 7.3 8.3

10 -• 13 7.3 30.6

ll. er mare 7.3 30.6

Nmuber of dates per mmh at home:

3 or less 1 77.8 52.8

L —· 6 11.1 16.7

7 ·• 9 0.0 2.8

ll ·· 12 0.0 8.3

13 or mcre 11.1 19.l.

Parent: encouraging dat:Lng at home:

Yes 90.9 82.3

No 9.1 17.7
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(cent'd)
Hennonite Nen··Mennonite

Dating activities:

Movies 0.0 37.9
6

Social activities ·- home, school,
eomunity 53.0 31.5

Sports 26.l. 21.1

Church 20.6 9.5

Parent approve dating partner:

Yes 100.0
100.0Permitskissing on dates:

Yes &7.0 97.3

Frequency of kissing date good night:

Every date 33.3 51..5

Special dates ° 1.1..1. 21..2

Occaeionally 22.3 21.3

Response of girl net dating ·«·
Best age for beginning dating:

11. years 0.0 28.6

15 years or over 100.0 71.1.
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Summary of Activities

The Hennonite and Non-Hennonite girls were much more alike

in their participation in household activities than they were differ-

ent. Both groups of girls perfcrmed household activities to a similar

degree; however, the Ilennonite girls had a more positive attitude to-

ward household work. .

All of the girls occasienally earned money outside the

home; while about one··third of the girls wurked as much as one day a

week. The Hennenite girls were slighth more apt to save the money n

they earned or used it for incidental spendim; smile the Ilon-hennonzlte
l

girls used their money for buyins clothing or lunches.

The Hennonite girls were slightly more active in family re-

creational activities than the Ron-Mennonite girls; although the Ilon-

; Hennonite girls expreseed more interest in family recreational activi-

ties.
~

The degree cf participating in social activities both in

and outside the home was similar for both groups; although the actual

activity engaged in varied scmewhat. Hot only was the extent of activ-

ity in the home similar for both groups cf girls, but the amount of

time spent away from home was similar.

The Non-Hennonite girls started dating slightly earlier

than the Mennonite girls, and more often reported their parents approv-

ing of their dating.

The one activity in mich the two groups of girls did differ
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was in home··fam5.].y·religious participatien. Seventy per cent of Men-

nonite familien have Bible reading and prayer daily in their homes,

and 96 per cent of Mennonite familie: attended wurehip services regu-

larly, ae a grcup, in contraet to 10.6 per cent and 1,6.8 per cent
A

reepectively of the Non-Mennonite familie:.
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CHAPTE IV
5

ADJUSUENT OF MEHHOHITE AND NON-MENHONITE HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS «

The adjustment of the girls was measnred bytwo personality
J

inventories, namelyg gohnson Qggrgggg Zsisl and

thegventoggof Fytors § T D C gg

Comparison of Adjustment by Johnson
Temperament Analysis

The nine traits ueasured by the Johnson Temperamem Analysis

are: Nervous, Depressive, Active, Cordial, Sympathetic, Subjeotive,
J

Aggressive, Critical and Self····Mastery. (See appendix, Exhibit B for

a description of the traits.)

Dr. Johnson maintains that a person°s temperament consists

of his more fundamental characteristio behavior tendencies, am that

there are tendencies which are deep and not easily explained. The

word ”trait" indicates a conetellation of behavior patterns and be-
J

havior tendenc iss suffioiently coherent to be measured and effeetively

used.According to the Johnson Temperaunt Analysis, a personality

trait is involved, i.e., it falls below satisfaotory adjustment, when

the trait value is less than S.

There was a significant difference, at a .05 level, between

the Mennonite and Non-Hennonite girls in the presenoe of the traits:

nervous, depressive, sywathetic, subjective, and aggressive. The

Non-Mennonite girls were more apt to be nervous and depressive,
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. unsympathetic, and slightly less aggressive than the Mennonite girls.

Also they were slightly less active.

Figure l and Tables 11 and 12 show the properties ot Mennonite

and Ron-Mennonite girls who have traits with values less than 5.

The ~·~· rg: # Ü—;;s 2 ;;: · t g„„ ßßßlüßß that the lack of the

presence of an individual trait is notpredletive of a personslity need;

however, the combination of traits beoones highly predictivs,

The growing of certain traits ia called a syndrome by Dr.

Johnson. The syndrme is interpreted to man patterns of personality.

It usually refers to abnormals, the deviates at either end ot the normal

distribution.

Johnson sets up {eur sysdromes, nemelyz

High Narvous
Stress ( High Depressive

Lew Sel£···Hastery

Low Activity
Inert ( Low Cordial

Low Aggressive

High Subjeetive
High Grit ieal

Self-Gentered ( High Aggressive
Lew Synpathy

SynpatSocio-Pathotie ( S_•u__}äZt„.y
The syndrene is said to be involved if the average value of

the separate traits making up the sysdrome ie less than A.

The properties of both groups ot girls with the syndremes

involved was as followsz
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Percent of girls

Syndrome A Mennonit e Nen-Mennonite

Stress 16.0 1.1..7
Self-Oentered 2.0 8.2
Inert 8.0 8.5
Socio-Pathetic 2.0 1..2

There was a very significant difference in the proportion

of girls sharing the Stress syndrome. Only 16 per cent of the Men-

onite girls showed the sydrcme as cosrpered to 1.1..7 per cent of the Non-

Hennonite girls. Likewise, there was a signlficant difference in the

number of traits of the Stress syndreme involved for the two groups

of girls. Table 13 shows that 50 per cent of the Mennonite girls had

nene of the traits in the Stress syrdrone involved; vhile this was true 4
of only 6.1. per cent of the Non-Hennonite girls. Almost twice es many

of the Ron-Hennonite girls shared nervousness and depressivensss as

did the Menncnite girls.

Although a very mall preportion ef both poupe had the

Self-Gentered syndrone involved, the Nen-·Hennenite girls had a signifi-

cantly larger proportion ef the individual traits of the syndrcme in- .

volved (Table 11.). The Non-Menncnite girls were inclined to be nere

subjective, nore critical, less aggressive and less sympathetic than

the Hennenite girls.

Equal propertions of both greups ( 8 per cent of the Men-

nonite and 8.5 per cent ef the Nen-Hennonite) had the Inert syndrome

involved. Both groups ef girls were slightly leer in activity ···— 62

per cent of, the Mennonite girls and 79 pwcent of the Non-Mennonite.
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Table ll. Percent of Mennonite and Non-Mennonite Girls with
Temperament Traits Involved as Shawn by Johnson

Temperament Analysis

_ Non-Hennonite

Nerveus 1+0.0 80.9

Depressive 32 .0 63 . 8

Active 60.0 71..5
Cordial 36.0 1.6.8

Sympathetic 51..0 76.6
Subjective 16.O 1.1.. 7

Aggressive 1.6.0 65.9

Critical 28.0 1.0.1.

Self-·Mastery 21..0 36.8

Total Number of Girls
6
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Table 12. Comparison of Mennenite and Nonphennonite Girls for
Traits in the Johnson Tnpsrament Analysis

Tra t x2 V: ·e P Value

Hervous 16.65 .01

Depreseive 9.90 .01

Active 3,35 _2O A

Cordial 1.17 .30

Sympathetic 5.29 .05

Subjective 9.hO .01 v

Aggressive 3.91 .05

Critical 1.70 .20

Self·Hastery 1.70 .20

X2 or relative difference is found by squaring the difference
between actual or observed values and the independent values in
each cell, divided by the independent values. If the P value is
.05 or less, the association is considered significant. For a
more detailed explanation see appendix, Exhibit A.
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In cordiality, 38 per cent of the Mnnonite girls were too low as V

comared to A6 per cent of the Non-Mennonite. When aggressiveness is

considered, AA per cent of’the Msnnonite girls fell too lo with 6A

per cent of the Non—Mennonite girls too low and 2 per cent too high.

Table 15 shows the proportion of Mennonite and Non—Mennonite girls

havdng the traits in the Inert syndrome involved.
·

Again, the difference between the Mennonite and Honehennonite
6

girls in the presence of the traits of the Socio—Pathetic syndrome was

significant; although only 2 per cent of the Mennonite and A.2 per cent ·

of the Nonehennonite girls had the syndrome involved. It will be seen

in Table 16 that the Non·Mennonite girls were less inlined to be

sympathetic and had lower self·mastery than did the Msnnonite girls.

An analysis of the findings of the Johnggn Temperament

ggalygis would indicate that the Non-Msnncnite girls were less well

adjusted on the hole than were the Mennoite.

Cmparison of Adjustment by the Guilford
Inventory of Factors S T D C R

The Guilford Inventoy masures the folloing five factors:

Social introversion•extraversion, Thinking introversioneextraversion,

Depression, Cyeloid disposition, and Rhathymia. (See appendix,

Exhihit C for a description of these factors.)

The test is so construeted that raw scores, for each of

the factors studied, can be converted into O·scale Scores of ll units,

i.e., 0 · 10. The C-scale system normalizes all distributions.

Dr. Guilford maintains that while high scales scores are
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Table 13. Per Cent of Mennonite and Non—Mennonite Girls with
Traite of the Stress Syndrome

Nuber of traits involved Mennonite Nonpkennonite

None
U

50.0 6.A

One 18.0 25.5

Two s 18.0 hh,6

Three 1h.O 23.A

Total Number of Girls I 5: I LE I

I x2 = 23.1
P is lese than .01
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Table la. Per Cent ot Mexmonite and Nen-Mennonite Girls with
Traite in the Sel1’·-Ceutered Syndrome

Number cf Traite
Imroled ·_„ •. ; Non-Mnnon ~»

Neue 2l+ L..3

One 30
l

12.7

Two 26 25.5

Three
‘ 20 1.2.5

...1 M., „. Girl lÄl
X2 = 15.9
P is less than .01
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Table 15. Per Cent of Mezmonite and Now-Mennonite Girls with
Traite in the Inert Syndrome

Nxmber of Traits
Invlve 6 Non-Me 0 _ 6

None 2h L. 3

One 22 23 .l.

Twe A0 51.0

Three ll. 21.2

Total 1 of 11 ls l
x2 = 7.6
P lies between .10 and .05
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Table 16. Per Cent ef Flezmonite and Non—•M¤nnonite Girls with
~ Traits in the S¤cio··Patb•ti¤ Syndrome

1 Huber ef Traits‘ _~ _ · e —- zmonitNo··Mo¤itNone

le-2 17.0

One · 38 51.0 P

....1 . .. .1 ,1 1111
x2 • 6.8

P ¤ .05
6
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generally regarded as the more eocially desirable in these traits,

exceptionally high scores may be indications of maladjustment in some

kinds of situations. A person can be too socially extraverted, too

extraverted in terms of thinking habits, too optimistic, too temperate

in mood, or too happy-go-lucky for his own good or for the comfort of

others around him, depending upon the circumstances. He feels that

scores of 10 and sometimes of 9 should therefore receive some concern.

In general, scores in the range from 5 to 7 are probably indicative of

best mental health and ease. Scores of 2 and 3 at the other end of

the scale wobably indicate need for corrective measures of some kind,

depending upon the circumstances and scores of 1 and 0 may indicate

something bordering on the pathologicale The pathological extreme of

introversion has been regarded as the schizoid disposition which bor~·
‘ ders on schizophrenia. The pathological extreme of emot ionality borders

on the manic ·· depressive psychosis. Dr. Guilford warns that low

scores on any of the five factors are insufficient in themselves to

Justify any type of pathclogical diagnosie.

It will be noted in Table 17 that in all factors a larger

proportion of the Hennonite girls had C-scores between 5 ·· 7 than did

the Non-Mennonite girls. This would irdicate that the Mennonite girls,

on the whole, were better adjusted or possessed better mental health

and ease than did the Nondéennonite girls. When one considers the

extremes of the scores none of the Non—Hennonite girls had scores of

9 - 10 in any factor studied; while I; percent of the Mennonite girls

were too socially extraverted, 12 per cent were considered too optimistic,
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Table 17. Peroent of Hennonite and Non-Mennonite Girls with
S T D C, and R Factore as Moasured by the Guil.t‘ord

Inventory“· 367 9 ßEBJEIEIISIIYQZBIEBI P vuue
6 1+5.88 .001Non-!-ienncnite 1..3 19.1 23.1. 1..6 .1.

Mememte 12.0 30.0 l..0
T 1**hlÖson-uemomte 1..3 29.6 23.1.
31.9·*·m··—“·60 ENB 1 51+.71+Non-uemomte 0.0 17.0 12.8 1..6 23.1.

c 1.5.66*·~···~···“· NHEum-uemonxte19.1 10. 27.7 1.2.
11 P 3.15 .30MM Enon-ueummte 1..3 1.2. 25.5 23.1. 1..3

T
* Class 8 and 9-10, and 2-3 and O·-l of C-Sccres were combined for 7computing X2.
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and 6 per cent would be considered too temperater
e

On the other hand, the proportion of Non-Mennonite girls
having scorss of 3 or less, indicating need for corrective measures,

is greater for all factors studied than of Mennonite girls.

When the separate factors are compared for the Mbnnonite

and Non-Mennonite girls, these differences become even more striking.

The difference between Mennonite and Non—Mennonite girls on the

Social introvcrsion-extraversion scale was significant at a value
‘

less than .001. An examination of Factor S in Table 17 indicates that

the Mennonite girls were more wholssonely sociable, had more tendency
to seek social contacts and to enjoy the company of othrs than did

the Non-Mennonite girls.

In the factor Thinking introversion-extraversion (Factor T ·

in Table 17) there was ne signifioant difference between the two

groups of girls; although a slightly larger proportion of the Menno-

nite girls fell into the range of 5 · 7 indicating better adjustment.

· Both groups were inolined to meditative or reflectire thinking,

philosophising and analyuis of themselves and others to a degree

considered unfavorsbls.

The Mennonite girls had much less inclintion to feelings

of depression than did the Non-Mennonite girls. The difference be-
‘ tween the two groups cf girls was highly significant. (Factor D in

was 17.)
The Henonite girls were much sure inclined to be cheer-

ful and optimistic, to hexe uniform and stable moods or eveness of
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dispositien than did the Non··Mennenite girls. This Cycloid disposition

is shown in Factor C, Table 17. _

The presence ef the factor in the Guilford Inventory called

Rhathymia (Factor R in Table 17) was net significantly different for

the two groups of girls. Beth groups had some tendency teward being

inhibited, over-contrelled, conscientious and serious-minded.

The relative adjustment ef the two groups ef girls as

measured by the Jehngon Tgerament gggis and the Guilford Inven-
tog of Factors S T D C H is similar. Both tests indicate that the

Mennenite girls are better adjustsd than the Non-Mennonite.

The Johnson Analvds indicates that the Nenehennonite girls

show censiderably mcre stress in their behavior than de tte Mennonite;

while the Guilford Inventory points out that the Nen-·Hennonite girls

were lessmolesomely sociable, had more inclinatien to feelings ef —

depression and were lese cheerful and optimistic than was true ef the

Mennonite girls.

Specific Problems of the Girls

In order te ascertain the extent te which the girls were

cognizant ef their problems, each girl respended te a list of twenty

statements, indicating those mid: were problems to her pwsenally.

The prepcrtien of girls indicating each item as a problem

is shown in Table 18. The one problem which concerned the largest

proportion ef girls ·- that is AO per cent ef the Mennonite girls and

38.3 per cent of the Nen··Mennonite was "net satisfied with yourself,

wish you were different". The second problem ef greatest com ern te
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Table 18. Per Cent of Mennonite and Non~Mennonite Girls Having
the Problems Listed

P blm Me on te Non-Hennonite

Not satisfied with yourself, wish
you were different h0.0 38.3

Not satisfied with your personal
appearance_ 26.0 29.8

p Not dbls to confide in parents 2A.0 _ 21.2 s
Not enough freedom to make personal

choices and deciaions lh.0 36.1

Family is insecure financially lh.0 19.1

Parents too concerned about me 10.0 19.1

Inadequate oonveniences in the home 10.0 lh.9

One or more relative or outsider in
the home 10.0 lh.9

Have too many home responsibilities
and duties 10.0 lh.9

Parents too strict in keeping you
home 8.0 23.h

Parents have few if any cultural
interest s 8.0 23 .I+

Parents and children do not enjoy doing
things together 8.0 19.1

Family does not show enough affection
for me 8.0 lk.9

Parents expect to have money you earn 6.0 12.8

No books for children in the home 6.0 2.2

Parents expect too much of you 6.0 21.3

Have too few home responsibilities
an duties h.O 21.2
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Probleme Harmonists Non-Hennonite

Ho worthwhile book; or magazine; in
the home 2.0 12.8

Dissatisfied with tath•r"• occnpation 2.0 10.6
Parent; disagree on diseiplining

children 0.0 25.5

T of Gir T ll
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both groups -· 26 per cent of Mennonites and 29.8 per cent of Non-

Mennonites was, ?not satisfied with your personal appearance". Twenty-

four per cent of Mennonite and 21.2 per cent of Non·-Mennonite checked

"not being able to confide in parents? as a problem. Although the Non-

Mennonite girls listed slightly more problems than the Mennonite, their

problems were similar.

l
Summary of Adjuetzmnt

It would be concluded from

theandthe Guilford Inventogg of Factcrs S T D C R that there is a signifi-

cant difference in the adjustment between the two groups of girls. _

The Hennonite girls, on the mole, were better adjusted than the Non-

Mennonite girls.

The problems most frequently indicated by the two groups of

girls centered around acceptenee of self, and second, acceptsnce of

parents.
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CHAPTER V

INTERESTS, ATTITUDES, AND VALUES OF MENNONITE AND» NON-HENNONITE GIRLS
Programs for youth must be built around their felt interests

if they are to be successful. The question may be raised, are the

interests of high school girls similar irrespective of family background?

In Table 19, the degree of interest, in 26 items, expressed by the

Mennonite and Non-Menuonite girls is shown. The Hennonite girls were

sligxtly more interested in ell items than were the Non-Hennonite girls;

however, there was great similarity between the items that were ranked

highest for both groups. Of the 10 items ranked higheet among the Henne-

nite girls for interest, 8 of these appeared among the first 10 for the

Non-Mennonite grls. Again, for the 10 items that were ranked lowest

for the Non··Mennonite girls, 6 of these were among the lowest 10 for the

Non·—Mennonit e girls.

The most penounced interests of Mennonite and Non-Mennonite

girls were boy—«girl relationships, improving personality and persoml

_ appearance, marriage and being a good homemaker. The Mennonite girls

expressed eonsiderable interest in future plans; while the Non-

Hennonite girls expressed a similar interest in having a career. No

doubt, the interest is similar, but the expression of the interest

rcflects the cultural differences. If these data are typical of teen-

age girls, weight control, physiolog of the body, care of children,

and cultural pursuits are not their major interests. These data would

seem to indicate that girls of similar age will have similar interests
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Table 19. Per Cent of Mennonite and Non-Mennonite Girls Expressing
Degree of Interest in Itens Listed

Degree of Interest
Itens of Interest Huch · ve . much · tt or none

He ote No··Me 1
Wholeecme boy-girl relation-

ships 91..0 71..5 2.0 6.1+
Personality Improvement 90.0 68.1 1..0 8.5
Personal appearance 81..0 78.7 2.0 2.1 „_
Bging a hommaker 81..0 71+.5 2.0 8.5

Marriage 78.0 71..1. 6 1..0 9.6
Good manners and etiquette 76.0 69.5 1..0 5.7
How to be popular 71..0 75.5 2.0 6•1.
Buying and caring for clothing 71..0 68.1 6.0 12.7

· Food preparation 71..0 55.3 8.0 8.5I Home improvement 72.0 65.9 6.0 7.1.
Learning to know people and be-

acceptable to the group 72.0 61.7 8.0 12.8
Religion 1 70.0 76.6 8.0 1..3
Money managemmt 68.0 51.1 1..0 11..9

money 62.0 61..8 10.0 8.5

Having a career 58.0 71..5 16.0 12.8
Dating probleme 58.0 61.2 11..0 12.7
Cultural pureuits 58.0 1.6.8 16.0 17.0
Working in public 51..0 67.5 18.0 17.1.
Good oitizenship 50.0 63.7 12.0 10.6
Care and training of children 50.0 56.1. 22.0 21..5
Underetanding the body 1.8.0 56.2 11..0 12.8
How to control one*s weight 1.6.0 1.1..7 36.0 36.2

Tot; gumber of 1; I I I
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irrespeot ive of religious affilistlon.

In crder to galn some understanding of the relationship be-

. tween the girls and their parents, they were asked to respond to alter-

native types of behavior in specific family situations. The responses

of the two groups of girls are shown in Table 20. On the whole, the

responses of the liennonite girls indicate a more authoritarian type

of control in the fully; although both groups showed considerable T

parental dependence„ There was little revolt expressed by either group

of girls.

The girls' spontaueous responses to the questions, on what

do you end your parents agree and disagree are shown in Tables 21 and

22. These data may be of little significance; since many of the girls

did not respond. whether the failure to respond lndicates unwilliug-

ness to reveal attitudes or that the grls had no ideas on the question p
is not known.

Of the Mennonite girls who responded to the question, 71

per cent etated that they dlsagreed with their mothers on clothes and

personal sppearance. The items nost frequently disagreed upon by the

Non-Jiennonite girls and their mothers were the house and household

activities (M) per cent of those responding); while .30.h per cent die-

agreed on clothes personal appearance. However, when one looks

at the area of agreement, two-thirds of the Non-Mennonite girls listed

the house and household activities as the item of greatest agreement.

The girls listed less items er agreement and disagreemmt

with their fathers. with the Hennonite girls, the item of greatest
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Table 20. Behavior of Mennonite and Non-·Hsnnonite Girls in Specific ·
Family Situations

Peroent ef Girls
g Menno te Non-··Menno te

J 1. When my father and I disagree, it seems
better to:

a. Avoid the situation until m father
gets over it. 112.0 31;.0

b. Stand w ground and net give in. 1+.0 1+.3
c. Ccmpromise with him, giving in

somewhat. 1.0.0 1.2.6
d. Do what he says whether I like it or

not. A1;.0 19.1
e. No problax 0.0 0.0

2. When I wish to have more money than w
parents think I dxould have, it seems
better to:

6
a. Buy the article and charge it to my

father'e account. 2.0 0,0
b. Make up my mind that I do not need

the article J _ 1•2.0 27.7
c. Do unexpected things for my parents sci

that they will be to increase
my allowance. 6 J 10.0 12.8

d. Act urdxappy for a while ma my parents
finally will give metlm monq; 0.0 8.5

e. Find some way of the needed
money. J

“
J 1.6.0 51.0

f. Ho problem. 6 0.0 0.0
3. When my parents wish me to associate with

someone for whom I' care little, it seems 7
better to:

a. Include him cr her in the group to
please my parents 36.0 32.0

b. Pretsnd to rv parents that I want to
include him cr her in the group and
purpouly forget to invite him. 0.0 2.1

c. Explain the situation to my group and
try to get them to include him. 36.0 57.1+

d. To stay away from the group myself 2.0 8.5
e. No problem 26.0 0.0

1.. When I have questions concerning what is
right and what is wrong, it seems better to:

a. Ask my mother and father for they will
try to answer the question correctly. 68.0 29.8

b. Talk it over with my best friend. 10.0 23.1.’ c. Try to read about the question am get
some infcrxmtion on it, or figure it out
for myself. I

18.0 12.8
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Hennonit 6 Non-Mennonit e

d. Talk the qlestion over with some
adult outside my faily. 1+.0 31+.0

e. Ho problem 0.0 0.0
5. When my parents ask me to do work that

interferes with some of my activities,
it seems better to:

a. Do it as quickly as possible so that 1
some time will be left for w ehosen
activity. 38.0 55.3

b. Ask them to permit me to do it at
' some other tim so that it will not

interfere with my other activity. 60.0 1+2.6
c. Ignore their request that I do the

work and accept the ecolding and
punishment which they will gve me. 0.0 2.1

d. Try to get someone else to de it for
me. 2.0 0.0

e. No problmx 0.0 0.0
6. When w parents want me to keep earlier

hours than my friends, it seems better to:
a. Cooperate with them hqnpily. 31..0 27.7
b. Cooperate with them but use different

ways to show them I am not pleased. 0.0 2.1
c. Discuss it with them and see if a com-

promise can be planned. 1+0.0 68.1
d. Suggest that parents verk together on

the hotrs. 6.0 2.1
e. Don":. argue about it , but just stay out

as late as I want to because everyone ‘
else does. 2.0 0.0

f. Ho problem 18.0 0.0
7. When uw parents want to help control ny 1

dating gractices, it seems better to:
a. Hot to let them know I am dating. 1 1+.0 l+.3
b. Discuss the problem with them and lnve

an understanding about when to start
dating, how often to date ani the like. 61+.0 95.7

c. Decide not to date at all and make
everyone miserable by discussing nvT parents* views. 0.0 0.0

d. No problem. 32.0 0.0

1 ls
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Table 21. Items ¤ Agreement an Disagreement between Mennonite
and Non-Mennonite Girls and Their Methers

Per Cent ef Girls BespondingI**°“·° °f ^$‘°°°“°“*· md e ~ zu aesnare mothers“gr°°m°“$ Webb M°th°”” renne Non»M¢• ot Menno; Hon·Menne.
House and household

activities _ 39.1 55.1 21.0 L0.0

Friends 21.9 17.2 0.0 13.0

Money 8.7 17.2 3.8 7,2

Social and recreational
activities and hours 13.0 A8.2 L6.1 21.7

Clcthes and personal
apparance s 21.9 3h.L 71.0 30•&

Dating ‘ h3.5 h2.0 7.7 26.0

Use ot the family car 0.0 0.0 3.8 7.2

Education and career 13.0 0.0 0.0 17.3

P__ aux of 5A.O 38.2 52.0 51.1
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Table 22. Items of Agreement and Disagreemmt between Mennonite
and Non-Memonite Girls and Their Father:

Per Gent of Girls Responding„1 raum- 011-6, .111:11 raum-,
Hanno Nen-M Henne. Non·Me o

House and household
activities 0.0 7.2 20.7 7.1

Friends 1l+.0 7.2 0.0 28.5

Money 7.0 30.1. 6.6 21.1.

Social and recreationala¤z1v1z1,a and 116111~, 7.0 26.0 6.6 11..2
Clothes and personal appearé-

ance Oeo l$•3 s3 Oeo

Dating 21.l. 7.2 26.6 28.5
6

Use of family car 21.I. 21.7 6.6 11..2

Education and career · 28.0 7.2 13.3 11..2

aa „. 1 1.1 1 I2!] 1.1 IMIK
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dieagreement with their fathers was, again, clothes and personal

appearance with dating second. The Non··Mennonite girls more often

disagreed with their fathers in the area of friends and dating.

At the points of agreement with their fath ers, the Mennonite W

girls listed education and careers most frequently; while the Non-

Mennonite girls more often agreed with their fathers on money, social y

and recreational activities, am the use of the family car.

The attitudes of the Mennonite girls toward family relation-

ships were somwhat mors positive than those of the Non-Hennonite;

although both groups of girls responded more positive than negative.

Table 23 shows the responses- ef the two ycups of girls. Only a few

items were contrary to this concludton. For example, only slightly

mcre than one·ha1f of the Mennonite girls and one-third of the Non-

Hennonite girls felt that their parents were able to help tten with

their problems, and only one-half of both groups of girls said their

homes were kept the way they like then. When it came to using the

family car, only 22 per cent ef the Hennonite and 19 per cent of the

Non-Mennonite girls said they were permitted to use it when they

needed it. This may be due, in part, to the age of the girls.



Table 23. Per Cent of Mennonite and Nu-Mennonite Girls Expressing
Listed Attitudes Toward Their Parents

Degree present
Attitude: Us»= · Sel·om or never

Benno Non—Men. Menno. Non·M>.

My parents seem satisfied with my
grades and accemplishments 92.0 83.0 0.0 0.0
My parents always keep promises made
to me 88.0 68.1 0.0 6.h
My parents seem to get along well
together h.0 76.6 0.0 0.0
My mother and father eyes on the
handling ef money 82.0 57.h 0.0 6.h
My parents seem glad tc answer my
questions about sex ~ 7L.0 55.3 8.0 12.8
My parents usually agree on matters
concerning me 72.0 59.6 0.0 lh.9
I have enough money to buy what I need 70.0 53.2 8.0 h.3
My mother is affectionate toward me _ 68.0 59.6 8.0 0.0
ny parents are generous in giving
me money 6k.O 55.3 0.0 h.3
My father is affectionate toward me 6A.0 53.2 8.0 h.3
By family has as much money es the
families of my close friends 60.0 55.3 20.0 lh.9
My parents are able to help me with
my problems " Sh.0 36.2 2.0 12.8
My home is kept the way I like to
have it 50.0 51.1 lh.0 85.1
There are certain activities I cannot
do that my·frdends are permitted to do 32.0 12.8 30.0 29.8
I am penmitted to use the family car
when I need it A 22.0 19.1 h2.0 57.k
My father seems unccncerned about my
problem 6.0 A.3 6t.o u6.8
My mother seems unconcerned about m
problem L.0 8.5 82.0 68.1
ny father shows little concern for my
education A.0 10.6 80.0 63.8
My parents seem to reject me as a
person h.0 h.3 86.0 76.6
My parents treat me as being younger
than I am y 2.0 19.1 60.0 53.2
My parents try to make my decisions
for me 2.0 17.0 h8.0 h0.h
I would prefer living in a different
house or place 18.0 25.5 56.0 hh•7
My parents work too hard for the amunt
of money they make 16.0 38.3 h8.0 lk.9
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Attitudes Menno. Non-Men. Henne. Non··Me¤.

My father seems unconcerned about
my future 2.0 12.8 80.0 57.1+
My father disapproves of my choice
of a career 2.0 12.8 76.0 57.1;My mother share little concern for 1
my education 2.0 10.6 90.0 76.6
My mother disapproves of my choice
of a career 0.0 11;.9 80.0 61.7
My mother seems unconcerned about my
future 0.0 12.8 92.0 70.2
My parents are too severe in their
discipline practices 0.0 1;.3 70.0 68.1
My parents are not strict enough in
their diecipline 0.0 10.6 71;.0 25.5
My parents disapprove cf my choice of
friends 0.0 10.6 78.0 65.1
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Another question which showed a difference between the two

groups was not being permitted to engage in certain activities which

their friends were allowed to do; 32 per cent of Mennonite girls said
this was usually true in their homes, but only 12.8 per cent of the

y Non··Mennonite girls felt this W8Y• It is interesting to note that
38.3 per cent of the Non·-Hennonite girls felt that their parents work ’

too hard for the amount of money they make, while this was true of only

16 per cent of the Mennonite girls.
6

It is always of interest when working with individuals to g

K know what they think of themselves. In Table 21. the proportion of

T Mennondt e and Non·-Mennonite girls who said that they often or seldcm

or never had traits that annoy others is shown. Again, the similarity

in the self··appraisal of the two groups of grls is very striking.

The great majority of these girls acoredited themselves as seldom or
never having the traits listed. A few of the differences are rather

interesting. No Hennonite grl said she ever flirted with boys; while

26 per cent of the Non··Mennonite grle acknowledged this. Seventy··two

per cent of the Hennonite girls said they were often too submissive, but

none of the Non-Mennonite girls felt this way about themselves.

This is interesting in light of the fact that the Johnson g
Analysis showed the Non-Mennonite girls as being less aggressive and

6

less active than the Mennonite.

The Non-Mennonite girls felt that losing their tempers and

biting their fingernails were more often characteristio of them than

did the Hennonite girls. If this self··appraisal is accurate, it would

appear that these girls have few habits that annoy other people.
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Table 24. Percent of Mennonite and Non—Hennonite girls with Listed
Items in Social Behavior

Degree Present
Items of Behavior Oft n Seldom er Neve

Henn Me o. Non-Men.

Too submissive 72.0 0.0 2.0 51.1
Giggle and talk too loudly in publie 8.0 2.2 54.0 59.6
Does not mix well in mixed groups 8.0 6.h 66.0 57.k
Is seulsn 6.0 2.2 68.0 72.3
Lacking in tact 6.0 0.0 46.0 68.9
Worries 6.0 17.0 28.0 6.4
Gets feelingshurt easily 6.0 19.1 46.0 19.1
Uses slang 6.0 10.6 58.0 46.8
Feel own opinions are best 6.0 0.0 48.0 46.8
Talks too much 6.0 6.h 38.0 21.3
Sarcastio 6.0 2.2 Sh.0 59.6
Excludes associates who don*t rate 4.0 2.2 52.0 38.1
Has to have her own way 4.0 6.h 6h.O 48.9
Habitual gossiper 4.0 4.3 62.0 51.1
Body odors h.0 0.0 90.0 87.3
Avoids others, unfriendly 4.0 0.0 76.0 53.2
Habitual borrower 4.0 0.0 80.0 63.3
Lose temper 6.0 21.2 h2.0 23.h
Is jealous of others 4.0 h.3 56.0 46.8
Cannot be depended upon 4,0 8.5 80.0 72.3
Bites fingernails 2.0 21.3 66.0 hk.?
Finde Iault with others 2.0 2.2 28.0 25.5
Has poor manners 2.0 0.0 82.0 59.6
Chews gum loudly 2.0 8.5 76.0 57.6
Tries to attract attention 2.0 0.0 74.0 57.6
Dirty skin 2.0 0.0 90.0 87.3
Fearful, timid, shy 9 2.0 14.9 52.0 23.k
Discourteous about the feelings and

rights of ders 2.0 0.0 78.0 68.1
Have no sense of humor 2.0 4.3 80.0 59.6
Have nervous habits and mannerisms .7 2.0 8.5 7 70.0 29.8
Is a poor loser 2.0 2.5 60.0 51.1
Hakes fun of others 2.0 2.2 50.0 53.2
Braga on own ability and accomplish-
menteSoiled,

unpressed clothes 2.0 2.2 90.0 78.7
Bad breath 2.0 2.2 72.0 68.1
Greasy, duty hair 2.0 2.2 Bh.0 72.3
Besents correction 0.0 2.2 58.0 31.9
Dishonest in little ways 2.0 2.2 90.0 68.1
Cheats 2.0 2.2 92.0 82.9
Irritable 2.0 0.0 54.0 46.8
Impudent, defiant 2,0 4,3 76,0 59,6
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Menno. ssneaes. Henne. Non—Men.

Desire for revenge, get even 2.0 0.0 62.0 L8.9Acts superior to aasooiates 2.0 0.0 82.0 A2.6Plays truant • unexcused absences 2.0 0.0 100.0 7L.5Comes late to class or meetings 0.0 2.2 7L.O 68.1
Pretends to be different than she

really is 0.0 2.2 58.0 57.hBraga about bad behavior 0.0 h•3 90.0 72.3
Doean't always tell the truth 0.0 0.0 88.0 63.8
Is too bossy 0.0 h.3 68.0 38.3Unwilling to assume responsibility for

own acts 0.0 b.3 88.0 53.2Frivolous, giddy 0.0 0.0 Ba.0 65.9Doean•t get along well in girls'
groups 0.0 0.0 8L.0 72.3

wants to pet with boys 0.0 h•3 96.0 78.7
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In an attempt to analyse the difference in the values of

the two groups of girls, they were asked to rate certain selected

statements in order of best, second best, and poorest. These re-

sponses are shown in Table 25. If this is a true measure of values,
7

it must be concluded that the two groups of girls are not materially

different. The only question to which there is a measurable dif-

ference in the response of the two groups of girls is question 5 cone f

cerning what families should consider when buying or renting a house.

The Msnnonite girls felt that nearness to a good school was the most

important; while the Nonehennonite girls placed greater emphasis

upon comfort in the home.

Not only were the activities and interests of the two

groups of girls similar, but the similarity between the emotional

outlets used by the two groups is most striking as shown by Table 26.

The ones most frequently used by both groups of girls were crying or

telling someone about the problem. The Non—Mennonite girls were
h

somewhat more inclined to go off by themselves when unhappy; while

the Mennonite girls had more tendency toward praying about it.

Judging from the data in Table 27, the Msnnonite girl is

more apt to get information about menstruation and reproduction from

her mother than is the Non-Mennonite girl. Although, the Msnnonite
7

girl more frequently got this information from home, she was slightly

less well satisfied with the way the information was given. This

may signify that many mothers need help in exphaining menstruation

and reproduction to their daughters.
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Table 25. Per Cent of Mennonite and Non·-Mennonite Girls Selecting
Alternative Types of Behavior- as Best for Them

v Alternat ve t es of behavior Mennonite Non—·Menno.

1. Do you think a mother or father should: e
a. Approve of the friend of the

daughter before the daughter
becomes friendly with him. 22.0 29.8

b. Accept the friends of the daughter
without question. 1+.0 1+.3

c. Tell the daughter the good and
bad points of her friends, and then
let her make her own decision. „ 71+.0 65.9

2. When a teen age girls wants some new
clothes should her mother:

a. Let her buy whatever she wishes n
since she must wear garment. 1+.0 1.1+.8

b. Buy the garment herself, mnce
she has more experience in buying. 1+.0 1+.3

c. Go with the girl ard help her
select the garment 92.0 80.9

3. If a neighbor disapproves of something
that a teen age girl has done, the girl*s
parents should:

a. Ignore the neighbor aseuming that
it is none of his business. 2.0 6.1+

b. Ask the girl to stop the behavior ,
of which the neigxbor disapproves. 2.0 6.1+

c. Talk the mtter over with the grl
7 andagree onaplanvhioh will not

disturb the neighbor. 96.0 87.2
1+. If your family wishes to take a vacation,

the type of vacation and where to go
dxould be decided by:

a. Hajority vote of the family
members. 82.0 87.2

h. By the father since he will have 7 °
to pay for the trip. 12.0 10.7

c. By the children dnce vacations
are primarily for the children. 6.0 2.1

5. When a family buys or rents a house in
which to live it dnould:

a. Make sure the neighbors belong to
their social class or are persons
with whom they would be glad to be
seen. 21+.0 19.1

b. Be near a good school so that the
children can get a good education 1+8.0 27.7

c. Be a comfortable house for the
family no matter where it is located. 28.0 53.2
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7 Mnonite Non—Menno.
6. Do you prefer that your mother be

the type of person who:
a. Is seriously interested in

religion and the finer aspects
of life. 6h.O 65.9

b. Possesses qualities of leader-
ship and organizing ability. 10.0 8.5— c. Is interested in social activi—
tiea and likes to have fun. 26.0 25.6

7. If you were refurnishing your home,
would you prefer:

a. That it be furnished eomewhat
like the homes of your best
friends. 20.0 23.h

b. That it be correct whether er
not your friends like it. 58.0 L6.8

c. That it have the type of furni-
ture that family members need
not be careful.about, whether
or not it looks like the homes
of your friends. 22.0 29,8‘

8. If a mother or father punishes a child
unfairly, the child should:

a. Be able to axplain the situation
to the parent and help him.see
the unfairnese of the punish—
ment. _ 66.0 76.6

b. Accept the punihment realiaing
that the parent means to do the
right thing. 28.0 17.0 7

c. Refuse to accept the punishment
since the parent has judged the _
situation unfairly. 6.0 6.k— 9. Do you prefer that your father be the

type of person who: .
a. Puts the interests of his fel1ow—

men before making money. 16.0 17.0
b. Makes a good living for his

family no matter what it costs. lh.0 2l.h
c. Is fundamentally spiritual in

his attitude toward life. 1 70.0 61.7
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Table 26. Per Cent of Hennonite and Noneäsnnonite Girls Using the
Listed Emotional Outlets.

Emoti+«. Outlets Mennonite Nonehennonite

Physical werk in the house lh.0 17.0
Physical vork outside the house 12.0 19.1
Day—dreamdng 32.0 A2.6
Fits of anger Zh.0 31.9
Saving 6.0 lh.9
Make—be1ieve illness 10.0 19.1
Cooking —h.O 17.0
Bulladns 20.0 31.9
Salking 2u.0 31.9
Doing something to make soeone happy 12.0 19.1
Singing 28.0 3a.0
Cleaning 10.0 10.6
Bragging lh.0 21.2
Playing sos musical instruent 32.0 lh.9
Join the gang 18.0 23.L
Go to the movies

”
0.0 27.7

Take it out on younger brcthers and
sisters 16.0 36.2 "

’ Physical sxercise 20.0‘ 6.h
Tall someone about it h6.0 k2.6
Cry 50.0 53.2
Go off alone and keep it all inside 30.0 59.6
Head

’ 28.0 25.5
Scold, alam doors 26.0 36.8
Talk earcastically 20.0 29.8
Pret, fame and complain 2h.O . 27.7
Praying h8.0 31.9
Going to a religious service 10.0 19.1
Read a raligioas book 6.0 12.8
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Table 27. Information on Physical Development and Attitude
Toward Source of Information Expreaeed in Per Unt ‘

of Girls

Liked the Total
Source of fo na wo; way·the nmber
information Repro~ Men information of

·e·t„:; Q.; a „·m «= n .e; ;tt,. „g
ll

Mennonite

From mother 9k.O
5800

From others &0.0 6.0

Nonohonnonite
Fr mother h6.6 51.1
Fom others 53.2 A8.9
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Summary

The interests, attitudes and values of the Mennonite and

Non-Mennonite girls were similar; The Mennonite girls snowed

w slightly more interest in the factors studied. However, both groups'

interests centered around boy—girl relationships, improving person-

ality, arriage, and being a good homemaker.

The attitude of the Mennonite girls toward family relation-

ships was somewhat more positive than the Non-Mennonite group;

althogh both groups were more positive than negative.

The Mennonite girls more often disagreed with their

parents in the area of clothes and personal appearance; while the

Non-Mennonite girls and their parents more often disagreed on house-

hold activities and friends.

Both groups of girls considered themselves to be accept-

able personalities.

With reference to values, both groups of girls were

similar in their responses.

Not only were interests, attitudes, and values of the

two groups of girls similar, but the similarity between the emotional

outlets used by both groups of girls was most striking.

The Mennonite girls more frequently got information about

menstruation and reproduction from the mother than did the Non-

Mennonite, but they were slightly less well satisfied with the way

the information was given.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMHARY AND CONCLUSICNS

‘ This study has attempted to compare the activities,

interests and degree of adjustment of a group of 50 Hennonite girls

with a group of A7 Non-Mennonite girls living in the sam community.

The Mennonite girls furnishing the data were from.the A

high school division of Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonburg,

Virginia, and the Non-Mennonite girls were from the Mt. Clinton High

School, Mt. Clinton, Virginia. The data were collected through the

group interview method. The two groups of girls had similar socie-

economic backgrounds with the parental education being slightly

higher for the Mennonite girls.

From the analysis of these data certain conclusions were

formulated:
Both the Hennonite and the Non-Mennonite girls partici-

pated in the same household activities and performed them.to a

similar degree; although the attitude of the Mennonite girls towardt

the activities was more positive. Apparently, there was little or

no relation between the way the girls performed household activities

and the way they felt about them.

All of the girls occaeionally earned money outside the

home; while about one-third of the girls worked as much as one day

a week. A

The Mennonite girls took part in more recreational activi-

ties with the family, but the Ncnehennonite girls epressed more



interest in family recreaticnal activities. Both groups participated

in social activities in and outside the home toia
similar degree;

although the actual activity engaged in varied somewhat. The extent

of activity in the home and the amount of time spent away from home

were similar for both the Msnnonite and Non»Mennonite girls.

The Mennenite and Non—Mennonite girls differed slightly in

their dating practices. The Non~Mennonite girls started dating

earlier than the Mennonite girls and more often reported their parents

approving their dating.

The difference between the two groups of girls in home-

family~religious participation was fairly great. A larger percent—

age of the Mennonite girls were active in private and public worship

than were the Non»Mennonite girls.

The Nennonite girls were found to be, on the whole, better

adjusted than the Non·Mennonite girls. Both groups of girls revealed

that the problems which concerned them most were acceptance of self.

The interests, attitudes, and values of the Mennonite and Non—Mennonite

girls were similar.

In family relationships, the attitudes of the Menonite

girls were somewhat more positive than were those of the Nonehennonite

girls; however, both groups were more positive than negative. Dis-

agreements between Mennonite girls and their mothers centered around

clothes and personal appearance; while the Non—Hennonite girls and

their parents most often disagreed on household activities and friends.

Both groups of girls considered themselves to be the kin -

of persons that were acceptable to other people; even though they
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revealed that personal acceptance of themselves was one of their

most vital problems. Both groups responded similarly with reference

to where they placed their values. The similarity between the groups

as to their choice of emotional outlets was quite as noticeable as

was the similarity in interests, attitudes, and values.

The Mennonite girls more frequently got information about

their physical developent from their homes than did the Non—Hennonite

girls, but they revealed less sstisfaction in the way the information

was obtained•

Recommendations

l• In view of the fact that the Mennonite girls were significantly

better adjusted than the Honehennonite girls, it is recomended

that s study be oonducted on a much larger sample of Mennonite

and Non—Mennonite youth, both boys and girls. Further, it is

recommended that the samples for the study be drawn from a come

munity in which both the Mennonite and son-se¤¤¤¤1te youth attended

the same high school.

2. Since the study has implications for those counselling youth,

the findings of this study should be made available to deans,

principals, and others dealing with sssneniue students.

3. Since the interests and activities and problems of the tw groups

of girls were similar, in spite of the fact that the Mennonite

girls were better adjusted, s study should be designed to determine

what factors are responsible for producing better adjustment among
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Mennonite girls. Furthermore, how a higher degree of adjustment

effects one's functioning in home, school and community needs to be

explored.

lt. It is recommended that a similar study be made with college age

girls to determine whether there is a difference in adjustment

and responsibility towaw home activities in the mcre mature

girl.
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Exhibit A: Defining Probability

When calculating the prebability that the association be—

tween the qualities or the instances of the degrees of qualities

of two or more factors may or may not be due to chance alone, the

method of x2* or the sum of relative difference is used. In doing
this it is necessary to compare the actual frequencies of the de-

grees of the factors with the distribution one would expect to find

if the factors were independent and unrelated.

after the observed values are inserted in a table, the

first step is to find the independence value for each cell. In

the example which follows, these values (n) represent the number of

girls scoring below 5 and 5 er above on nervousness which one should

expect to find in the absence of any actual association between ·

nervous traits and being a Mennonite orNonäonnonite.For

example, in the sample data, the actual number of

Mnnonite girls scoring below 5 on nervouaness in the sample of

50 was 20. If there were no association between being a Mennonite

and nervousness, one should expect to find _§§„;_§Q_ or 29.8 I

Mennonite girls scoring below 5 on nervousess.97

* The X2 (chi··square) test was used in this study for statistics}.
analysis; because it represents a useful method of evaluating

a experimentally determined results against results to be expectedon some hypothesis. _
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Comparison of Msnnonits and Non»Mannonit• Girls for Norvosnsss
as Msasured by Johnson Tsmeramont Analysis

No. of girls Nb. of girls
Girls scoring below scoring 5 or T Total

L ‘ =Q 6 •v =# L1

LM.ob.20.0 ob. 30.0
n 29.8 n 20.1

Hsnnonita 1 d2 9,8 d 9,9
d 96.0k d2 98.01

rd 3.2 rd k.87

ob, 38.0 ob. 9.0
n 28.1 n 18.8

Non-Msnnonito d 9.9 d2 9.8 L7
dz 98.01 d 96.0h

rd 3.kB rd 5.1

x2 • 3.2 h.87 3.h8 5.1 or 16.65

P is loss than .01
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The "independence" value is found for each cell by

multiplying together the total of the row and column in which
the cell lies, and dividing the product by the total number of
instances.

When the "independence" value has been calculated for
each cell, the next step is to find the difference (d in table)
between the (obs) actual value, and inependence value (n). Each

particular difference is squared and the square ie divided by each
6

particular independent value (d2 divided by n). These quotients
are called the relative differences (rd). The sum of the relative

differences is called X2.

The probability that x2 in the sample table (16.65 for
a 2 x 2 table) could be due to chance alone is less than .01. This
means that there is less than on chance in 100 that the associ-
ation could be due to chance alone. For x2 to be considered signifi-

cant in this study, the prcbability must be .05 or less ( ).
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Exhibit Bs A Description of the Traits Measurcd by the Johnson

Temperament Analysis _
1, Nervggs. Restlessness, fidgeting, tenseness, sleeplsssnese,

tendency to worry, and fau1ty·muscular control are typical symptome.,

with nervousness high, any of the other traits are woreened, so that

improvement in this trait often improves several of them, The trait

is negatively correlated (high when the other is low) with self-

mastery but is suffieiently independent to need eepamns meaeuroment.

Amy percentile above 60 is poor and should cause conoern. It lowers

one's social acceptability and increases fatigue from a given amount

of effort.
2, Degreegive. Percentiles from 60 up are too hgh to tolerate

without an effort to improve. It ie correlated poeitively·with

nervousness and improvemsnt of either usually helps the other, It

damages severely the wellbeing of the individual and lowers his

effectiveness socially and in nearly all occupations. It may change

in waves alternating with a lesser degree or lese £requently·with the

active trait.( This condition is called eycloid. In an extreme case

of depression aecompanied by this cyeloid condition with very high

activity and very low self-mastery, the attention of a psyehiatrist

is indicated.
3, Agtggg is the trait that is shown in the dynamic, lively, huetling,

1ife—of—the·party, “peppy“ persons well known to all. The fairly·wid•

range of 10·95 is pernissible without serious concern. Where the score
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is higher, difficulty comes from over·doing with resultant fatigue,

When the percentile is 1 or 2 there is probably a health condition

calling for attention. While the highly active may drop down to

depressive spells at intervals, a high level is maintained by most

persons.

A. Ccrdial is expressive warmeheartedness. It is a trait of the

highest value in promoting good social relations. It is allied to

sympathetic, but shows itself more in expression than does the

sympathetic. Percentiles of A0—95 indicate a desirable status. It

is a component in that which is usually called extravert. Where the

percentiles are 5 or below there is usually a deficiency in either »

thyroid or sex hormone:.

5. The Sygpgthetic trait, like the cordial trait, has its greatest

use in producing good parenthood, courtship and marriage. It has a

better usefulness in the service occupations than in competitive

business. Percentiles between the range of AO—95 are considered

desirable. when above 95 there ie a danger of being made an “easy

mark". e

6. Subjective is the trait of being highly self·centered. It may

go so far that the individual interprets many things es related to

himself, although there may be no real relationship. It is one of

three principal eubdivisions of introvert; the other two being, intro-

spective and shy. Subjective seriousky effects social relationships.

Shynese may be tolerated, but the subjective is resented. It is

often met in the aggressive and critical. The best percentiles are
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12 to 60, Its upper extrem is found in one of the cemmonest

insanities, schisophrenia or dementia praecox„

7, aggressigp is the trait which causes people tc be pushful,

ruthless, ambitious, conceited, persistent and determined. Aggressive

with the traits, critical and subjective, make the paranoid combi-

nation. Aggressive is best within the 8-60 percentile. Higher per-

centiles than 60 are at the expense of the fmsily to which exnessive

aggreseiveness is harmful, It is related to active, iwhen aggressive

is very low, active is usually also very low. When critical and sub- 6

jective are both high, and aggressive much lower, a less energetic-·

and therefore less harmful-type of paranoid is found.
H

8, Criticgl„ The very highest scoree indicate disagreeable, die-

liked people. The best scores lielaetween 10 and 6 percenti1e•

_ 9, §glf—mastery ie the tendency to make plans and carry them

through relstive1y·undeflected by imulse and caprice. It is nearly

the oppsite of impulsive and capricious• It invclves a capacity

to inhibit ht also invelves an ability to decide when and how much

to inhibit and act according1y„ It ie very low in all the insane

tested, This trait is_considered to be best within the 65-97

percentiles• The trait should give concern below 10 percenti1e•

Self-mastery should always be considered in weighing the degree

of any other trait, Thus a degree cf ”critical“ that would be harm-

ful at 30 percentile in self-mastery, might not be so considered at

80 percentile of self-mastery„ Self-mastery above 97 tends to an

impractical perfectionism that may be harmful in itself and damage

social relationshipm
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Exhibit C: A Description of the Faetors Measured by the Guilford
Inventory

Dr. Guilford says that the factors S, T, D, C, and R taken

together were found to encompass the area of personality tradition-

ally known as introversion — extraversion. He defines the factors
which he says represent a descriptive dimension of personality with

two opposite poles„ The letter designation was adopted to stand for

the more descriptive end of the scale in each case• The factors are

described as followsz p
S - Social introversion-extraversion• -— Shyness, seclusiveness,

tendency to withdraw from social contacts, versus sociability,
A

tendency to seek social contacts and to enjoy the company of others,

T · Thinking introversion-extraversion„ - An inclination to medite-

tive or reflective thinking, philosophizing, analysis of one*s

self and oters, versus an extravertive crientation of thinking.
T

D - Depression. - Habitually gloom, pessimistic mood, with feelingsl
cf guilt and unworthiness, versus cheerfulness and optimism„

C - Cyoloid disposition• ·· Strong emotional fluctuations, tendencies

toward flightinsss and emotional instability, versus uniformity
and stability of moods, evenness of disposition•

R - Rhathymia. -· A happy-go—lucky, carefree disposition, liveliness,

impulsiveness, versus an inhibited, over—controlled, conscientious,
serious•minded disposition•
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Exhibit D: Rules and Discipline of the Virginia Mennonite Conference
Article I — The Church u

We believe the Church to be an institution divine in its{
origin, plan, program, and destiny.· we recognize a visible church,
a body of believers organized for their mutual edification, and for
the advancement of the cause of Christ; her right to choose officials,
to administer the crdinances of the household of God; her authority
from Christ in His absence to exercise discipline and maintain the
standards of faith and practice required by the Scriptures and as
understood by this Conference.

U
Article II · The Ministry

1. Ordinations.— All ordinations shall be by consent of
Conference. Deacons shall be chosen from the laity, Ministers from
laity or deacons, and bishops from ministers. When the number of
nominees exceeds the number to be ordained, the choice shall be made
by lot. By recommendation of the bishop in charge and with the con· °

sent of the ministry and congregation concerned, qualified men may be
ordained without the lot. p

2. Qualifications. — Only such men as are Scripturally
qualified in soundness of faith, in spirituality, in personality,
in prity of life, and in suitable abilities shall be taken into the
lot or be otherwise ordained. Bishops in charge of any ordination
shall exercise carefulness, rejecting votes for men who do not meet
these qualifications. The questionnaire prepared by this Conference
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shall be used to help determine qualifications.
3

3. Üuties• -
a. Bishops, in addition to the ordinary duties of the ministry,

shall instruct, baptise, and receive penitent believers into the

Church, hold communion and feet washing services, officiate at ordina-

Ä tions, solemnize marriages, excomnnicate the disobedient, maintain
purity of doctrine in the congregations under their charge, and have

general oversight to the end that the Scriptural standards of the

Church may be maintained.

b. Ministers shall preach all the counsel of God at home and abroad

as they have opportunity, visit homes of members, especially the sick,

faithfully support the bishops in maintaining the standards of the

Church in doctrine and discipline, may solemnize marriages, and in

cases of emergency er by request and direction of the bishop when

necessary, may assist in the duties of his office.

c. Deacons shall look after the material needs of the poor and

afflicted in the congregations, hold in trust all fands comitted to

them, serve as helpers to bishops and ministers in their work, take

charge of services in their absence, and in case of strife and dif·

ficulties, they shall under the direction of the council, take up

matters in Gospel order to the end that peace may be restored and th

purity of the Church preserved.

h. Pastoral work. — Pastoral visits shall be made throughout

the entire membership for religious conversations, fellowship, and wor-

ship, especially for the sick and needy and those who do not regularly
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¥‘
attend divine services.

5. Support. ~ we oppose a stipulated salary for the ministry.

It is the privilege and Scriptural duty of our members to support their

ministers. we encourage giving that support through the Ministerial

Aid Committee, according to the plan adopted by this Conference.

6. Discipline. • In case of serious difficulty between

ministers (or contending groups) on points of doctrine, interpretation,

or discipline, which cannot be locally adjusted, a committee shall be

agreed upon or appointed by Conference to Judge the matter and their

decision shall be subject to approval of Conference.

7. Changing location. ·
a. Any bishop, minister, cr deacon moving to anther conference die-

trict shall obtain the consent of his cengregation or bishop and cf the

Conference before receiving church and conference letters.

b. Any church official from another ccnfersnce district, having
”

proper credentials and giving satisfactory evidence ef being one with

us in the faith and cf a willingness te work in harmcny with the stane

dards of our conference, may be called into regular service in the Con-

ference district and hy vote of Conference may become a member cf the

body. Any bishop, minister, or deacon moving into the district without

being called to and aesigned a regular charge shall have the status of

e visiting official.
-8.

Example. — Conference members shall be an example to

the flock in spirituality, in ccnduct, and in attire. They shall wear

the regulation coat and no necktie.
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Article III · Christian Activities
l. This Conference urges the conducting of regular preach—

ing services, of evangelistic meetings, and of prayer meetings. h

' 2. ‘we eneourage the holding of special eetings such as

”Bible couferenees, Sundy—school meetings, and mission meetings.

3. ‘We approve the following teaching agencies when con- h

ducted under the proper supervision of the Church, either under an

y organisation which is directly responsible to Conference or under the

leadership of the local congregation or district council: Sunday

schools, young people°s Bible schools, young people'e institutes, sing-

ing classes, literaries, reading circles, and workers‘ study courses.

A. we believe the home has a sacred trust to guide each

generation of children into the ways d?truth. we urge the establish~

ment of the family altar in every home for daily Scripture reading,

meditation, singing, and prayer. We encowage the use of our denomina·-

tional literature.

S. Realizing the need of a positive devotional life for

victorious living, we recommend daily study cf the Word and the reading

of good religious literature, especially our own Mennonite periodicals.

~ 6. Only such brethren and sisters shall be used in places

of responsibility in Christian activities as are known to be soun in

the faith, exemplary in life, and obedient to the Conference standards,

concerning non—conformity to the world.
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Article IV - Christian Ordinances

1. Baptism. - Baptism by pouring shall be administered

upon confssision of faith, repentance from sin, aui evidence of spiri-

tual life. Applicants shall not be received unless modestly attired.

No person shall be baptized without at the sam time being received

into Church fellowship. Acts 2:l6—l8, 38; l0:A.A—·A8.

2. Communion. —· Only those shall caamune whose faith and

practice are in harmony with the doctrines of Scripture as interpreted

by this Conference. Members are restricted from communing with any

Church whose faith and practice are not in harmony with our own.

Bishops are instructed not to pass the emblems to any other brother (

or sister who is willfully disobedient to the Church. I Cor. 11:23;

29; 10:; 6:; 7. ’ » _
3. Feet Washing. —· Feet washing shall be observsd at the

r time of and in connection with communion. John 13:1-17; I Tim 5:10,

A. Salutation with the Holy Kiss. ·- This ordinance shall

be observed upon receiving applicants into church fellcwship, in con-

nection with the ordinance of feet washing, ard as often as the spirit

of love dictates. Rom. 16:16; I Pet. 5:11..

5. Devotional Cwering. - In accordance with the teaching

of God' s Word that the Christian woman should pray or prophesy with

her head covered (I Cor. 11:2-16; 11::3) our sisters are directed to

wear upon their heads, especially during time of prayer, the giving

.0f thanks at meals, worship, and prophesying, which includes Bible

study, Christian teaching, and other religious work, an appropriate

covering as taught by the Scripture and approved by the Church.
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6. Marriage. -
a. Marriage is an ordinance established by God and should be “only

in the Lord." A Christian seeking a life companion should select from

those of like faith. lt is wrong for a child of God to marry an un-

bclicver. I Cc?. 7:39; 9:5; II Cor. 6:lA.
b. Bishops and ministers shall officiate only at marriages of members

in good standing in our own congregatione, or of those of like faith

and practice.

c. Members asking for a divorce shall be considered under Church

censure. A person divorced and married to another, the former

companion still living, or one married to such a person, is disquali-
: fied for church membership. Matt. 19:9; Rom. 7:1-3.

7. Anointing with Oil. — This ordinance shall be adminis-

tered by the ministry when members who are sick desire it. Jas. 5:

13-16; Mark 6:13.
n

s

Article V - Nonresistance

le Peace. · Members shall live peaceably and be inoffen-

sive under all circumstances (Heb. l2;1L) endeavoring to be conformed

to principles taught by the Prince of Peace.

2. Litigation. -°We believe Christiane should not become

aggressors in suite at law. 1 Cor. 6:1-6. Members who do are held

· as transgressors. In oase of suit brought against members,

theyshallalways consult the ministry of advice.

3. Military service. - We hold that it is inoonsistent

with the teachings of the New Testament (Matt. 5:38, 39; 26;51;
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52; John 18:36; Rom.l2:l7,2l; II Cor. lO:A) to participate in military

(combatant or noncombatant) training and service. Members are asked

to refrain from vcluntary support of any war measures.

A. Patriotic Movements. — Members of the Church shall not

hold membership in patriotic organizations, in bey scout organizations, A

in the Young American organizations, and similar movements which may

foster the military spirit.

Article VI ·- Nonconformity

1. In Speech. - Members shall refrain fro foolish vulgar

talk of any kind. Backbiting, railing, mnrmuring, tale bsaring, and

lying are all displeasing toGod.2.

In Business. - Msmbees are asked to avoid being engaged
Ä

in any questionable business auch as would hinder them in their

Christian testimony and service, cr that would be a means of leading

them or their families into evil associaticns or into unscriptural

practices. I Cor. 10:31; II Cor. 62lA~l8.

_
I

3. In Social Activities. — We ask our members to refrain

from indulging in such forms of entertainment as are contrary to

Christian principles, such as dancing, intermingling of the sexes

at bathing beaches and swimming pools, card games, public parties,

and such like.
1

‘ A. In Recreation. — we hold it to be inconsistent for

Christiane to participate in or patronize auch forms of amusements

and recreation as movies, theatere, Sunday ball games, regularly

organized contesting ball teams, and such like.
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1
5. In Attire. -

a. Brethren shall be consistent with our profession of godliness

and simplicity in their attire. 'We discourage neckties and encourage

brsthren to wear the regulation coat and a plain hat. We protest

against practices of nudity and seminudity.

v b. The headdress of our sisters shall be a plain serviceable bonnet

which is consistent with the devotional head covering and which will
not be mistaken for any form of hat. Sisters shall not wear fashion-

able dressee and are encouraged to wear the regulation caps dress

approved by the Church. I Tim• 2:0, 10; I Pet. 3:3, h.

c. we urge parents to have their children appear in modsst and
V

simple attire, prohibiting fonm-fitting styles and seminnde

practices. C

6. In Marriage Ceremoniee. — Occasions of this kind shall

be characterised by a simplicity that is in harmony with the princi-

ples of nonconformity to the world as believsd by the Mennonite Church.

The exercises shall be devoid of superfluities and vain display, while

all attire shall be in harmony with our profsssion of faith. We ask

that all those planning a marriage, study carefully the Code of

Standards for weddings, as passed by the Virginia Conference.
_

7. In Funeral Oocasions. - Sunday funerals should be avoided

whenever possible, especially the intsrruption of the regular hour for

divine services. The Conference disapproves of quartsts, choirs, and

floral displays upon occasions of this kind.
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Article VII — Restrictions
1

l 1, Swearing of Oaths. - The Scriptures absolutely forbid

the swearing of oaths, (Matt. 5=33·37; Jes. 5:12), neither shall

they be administered by members. Members shall affirm in all cases

where the oath or affirmation is required.

2. VSecret Orders. - Secrecy an the swearing of oaths,
e

twe cf the fundamental principles of secret societies, are unscrip-

tural. Lodges and secret societies have proved very detrimental to

the growth and development of Christianity. Therefore, members

affiliating themselves with auch societies forfeit their membership.

(John 18:20; Eph. 5:11, 12). ·

3. Life Insurance. — We regard life insurance as a werldly

provision for·tempora1 security, an arrangement which is largely in-

consistent with filial trust in the providence of God and with

fraternal confidence in the Christian brotherhood for the sharing of

life's burdens. Forms of insurance which confer unearned benefits

(or lump sums) at death shall be considered objectionable and shall L _

be held a test of membership. While there are certain investment

forms of life insurance that appear less objectionable, we should

guard against such lest through them we place our trust in material

things. we urge brethren who wish to participate in the mutual

haring of losses to secure such arrangements through organizations

within the brotherhood.

L. Unsqual Ycke. — A11 unequal yckes with non—Christians

¤
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or unbelievers, whether in business, in society, in matrimony, or in

any other relation, are recognized as violations of II Cor. h:lh·l6,

Those who violate this Scripture are subject to the censure of the

Church.

5. Mustaehe. — we consider the mustache a mark of worldli—

ness; brethren are therefore required to keep the hair on the upper

lip shaven off_or closely clipped.

6. Tobacco. — The use of tobacco in any form is not only

a filthy habit, but is physically injurious and Scripturally incon-

sistent. Its use is to be discouraged by both precept and example.

Hence it shall disqualify any member for ordination.

No user of tobacco shall be received into church fellow-

ship who des not faithfully promise to do all in his power, by the

grace of God, to discontinue its use. I Cor. 10:31, II Cor. 7:1;

I John 3:3.

7. Radio. — We believe that the radio is largely dominated

by the spirit of the world and that it may exert a damaging influence

upon the spiritual life of the hme, especially upon children. We
I

commend and encourage those who abstain from its use for conscience‘

sake. However, we lay the responsibility upon radio users to main-

tain Christian conduct and a Christian atmesphere in their homes. 1

we urge our ministry to give faithful testimony against the evil

influenees of the radio and to give the same warning against

television. 1
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with reference to radio broadcasting, sponsors and partici-

pants shall conform their efforts to the standards of the Directives

for Radio Broadcasting as passed by the Virginia Conference.

8. Temperance. - We protest against the manufacture, sale,

and use of intoxicating drinks. Members of the Church shall abstain

frem any participation in the liquor business or in the use of alco-

holic drinks as a beverage.

9, Lord's Day Observance. - Mebers shall spend the Lord's

day es becometh godliness, making it a day of worship, of holy medite-

tion, and of Christian service, aveiding such practioes of the world
I

1
as joy riding, foolish conversation, and commercialism.

X

Article VIII - Relation to Civil Governent

1. Prayer and Respect. - Members should at all times pray

for their rulers (I Tim. 2:l~3), äßd maintain an attitude of submis-

sion to the government under which they live, whether the things asked

by the government seem pleasant or unpleasant. Rm. 13:1-5, Titus 3:1.

However, where the requirements of earthly authorities conflict with ’

the requirements of Scripture, we should unhesitatingly obeyGod.Acts

5:29.

2. Civil Office. - Members shall not hold any political

office that may require any violatien of the principles of non-

H resistance and nonconformity, furthermere they shall not take part

in electicneering cr political demcnstrations. It is advisable for
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our members to refrain from all political connections and civil p

offices. Rm. 12:2 ; Col. 3:2; Jes. L:L.

3. Jury Service. - ue hold it to be inconsistent with

our faith and practice for our members to serve as jurors.

Article IX · Meeting Difficulties

1. It is the duty of all members to report irregularities

and disloyalties to the ministry in the spirit of meeknees to the end

that the purity and the honor of the Church may be maintained.

2. The testimeny of nonmembers can be received as a basis

for investigation, but the testimony of a member of good reputation

shall outweigh that of a nonmember.

3. Members cannot be held guilty of what they declare

themselves innccent, except by the testimony of two or three reliable
L

witneeses; otherwise the matter must be left between hemselves and

God.

L. Humors against members are not to be spread, but taken

up in a Scriptural manner to ascertain the truth by firsthand brother-

lv i¤<1¤irv•
5. Personal offenses between brother and brother are not

to be published abroad or carried immediately to the Church, but if

more than Christian forbearance be necessary the grievance must be

dealt with in the regular order of Matthew 18.

6. No grievance can be brought up against another after
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peace has been expressed or communion observed, except where serious

phases of the matter were hidden or unknown,

7, Persona under censure of the Church can have no part

in the counsels or communions of the Church,

A 8, When Church officials fail in the administration of

proper discipline that ia necessary to maintain the standards of the

° Church, the remaining Conference members of the district shall attempt

to correct conditions, Should their efforts fail, an appeal shall be

r made to Conference,

Article X — Gross Sina

A 1, Gross or public transgression against God and the Church

cannot bs adjusted between individuals, but must be dealt with by the

Church,

2. Gross and grievous sine which disgrace the cause of

Christ, auch as murder, fornication, adultery, and drunkenness auto-

matically excommunicate mmbers guilty of them and after being con-

tacted officially they should be so published promptly, Such offenders

cannot be reinstated without clear evidence of deep huility, repent-

ance, reformation, and public confeasion,

Article XI · Counaels and Comunion
C

1, Members not attending counsel er communion for two years

are subject to rejection unless they can·make satisfactory explanation

to the council,
C

V
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2. It is the duty of all members to attend counsel meetings

if they are able, and an effort shall be made to visit all these not

present. _

3. Members shall be ceuneeled previous to all communion

services and only such as are sound in faith and life, and in peace

with God and their fellcw men shall be admitted as participants at
C

the cemmunien.

Article XII — Church Letters
‘

l. Members moving free one bishop district to another shall

_ upon application receive letters giving their true standing in the

Church, and such letters shall be valid for one year only.

2. Persons who have been baptized on confession of their

faith, who give evidence of spiritual life, who confess that they are {

one with us in faith and practice, and who preise to accept and observe

our discipline may be received by letter of confession. Rebaptism is

recommended to those whose faith and experience previeusly have been

unsatisfactory.

Article XIII — Conference Relationships

1. Delegates shall be sent to the Mennonite General Con-

ferene only on the basis of co-operation without compremise, and the

relation to General Boards shall be elective and optional. _ M

2. The Eastern Mennonitc College shall be under the

authority of conference and shall be conducted in harmony therewith
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so as to meet Conference approval.

3. Bishops, ministers, members of the College faculty,

Sunday—school‘workers, etc., must refrain from preaching or teaching

contrary to Bible and Conference standards.

L. Changes in bishop districts may be made only by consent

of Conference.

5., Christian workers who are willing to co—operate with

us and to work in harmony with our Conference standards may be called

into service of various kinds. p

Article XIV — Extension Activities

1. Establishing missions cr schools in the Conference

district shall be done by consent of Conference.

2. Opening local missions or Sunday schools shall have

the consent of the bishop, ministers, and congregations concerned.

Article XV • Membership Loyalty

l. Members are restricted from opposing the Church's

standards or advocating doctrines not in harmcny therewith and are

urged to defend and extend the truth zealouslyx

2. It is the duty of the entire membership, both lay and

ordained, to submit loyally to all the requirements of the Church and

the decisions of Conference, as well as to propagate their principles A

as opportunity and ability follow, in obedience to the great comission

of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. While there may be differences
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ef opinion and of convictions in matters pertaining to manner and

method of werk, we hold to a unity of attitude and to charity.

3. Mmbers in counsel have the privilege to make complaints

of evil influences of a general nature and make helpful suggestions.
· L. Teachers of destructive heresies shall be rejected —

after the first or second official admonition, unless they subit to

the truth.
3

5. Religion expressed in life and character is a powerful

and indispensable factor in the prootion of the kingdom of God

among men. Carnality and worldly—mindedness in the membership will

nullify the highest claims and purest of the Church.

In mind, let all the truth be_held and honored: in heart,

let the supernatural grace transform and bless; in life, let us adorn

the doctrine and faith once delivered to the saints and ever lived hy J
our fathers. ·

·' 4

F Articles XVI · Miscellaneous Notes

l. Millennium. - Ministers and teachers shall exercise

charity toward each other in any differences of interpretation of

— unfulfilled prophecy, avoiding unwholesome disputations and harsh

contentions. Members are asked to exercise forbearance toward those

who differ with their own views and respect them for their Christian U
character and sincerity.

2. Financial Stewardship. — We are only stewards of the
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material blessings that God has cemitted to our charge. They are

to be disbursed with an eye single to His glory„ Millions of ·

dollars are wasted by extravagance and swindling investments through

patronage of unprincipled man whose capital is a smooth tongue and

wicked deceit• ”Honour the Lord with thy substance•”
— 3• Annual Offering• • Each congregation is requested to

lift at least one offering each year te be contributed to the

Virginia Conference Fund.





I. General Information:
Name ’

Age ________________________________________________________________

Does your mother have a job outside the home?

Occupation of:

Father

Mother
“

Guardian
Age of: Years of schooling;

Father p __ __________

Mother

Guardian

Church membership of: ·

Yourself

Mother _

Father ______________ _____g______________________________________

Mother's father ___

Mother's mother ______________ _

Father's father ________ _____________

Father's mother _

Your house:

Owned ______________________V_______«____ Rented __________________________________

Hot water Cold water _______ ____

Kitchen sink Hot water ‘ ___ Cold water ______________

Number of rooms ___________ Bathroom
Inside toilet tub _ shower _
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Waehing machine Automatic Electric or mgghauiggl
A Hand

House centrally heated

House centrally lighted

Electricity gas carbide

Telephone

Do you have a room of your own?

If not with whom do you share it?

Do you like this arrangement?

Why?How

many brothers and sieters do you have?

Where are you located in the family; oldest, youngest or where __

Do you like your location? ___

Why? ________________________________________________________________

If you have brothers and sisters, would you prefer being an only child?

Why? _____________________________________________________________

If you are an only child, would you prefer having brothers and sisters ?
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Why?

Do you feel you.are a happy person? „ . „ 3

II. How do you feel about country life and your own home?

If you live in the country:

Do you like living in the country? _

What things do you like about living in the country?

1.
2.

3.
A.

What things de you dislike about living in the country?

1.
2.

3.

A.
If you live in a small town or village:

Do you like living here?

What things do you like about living in a small town or village?

1.
2.

3.

A.
What things do you dislike about living in a small town or village?

1.

2.
3.
A.
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' Do you plan to marry?

Why?__________________________________________________________________

Would you plan to hold a job outside the homo after marriage?

If you marry do you prefer to live:

(l) in the country
(2) in a village ___

(3) in the city___________„__

Do you desire to live in the community you are now living in?

Why?______________________________________________________________*___

Is your mother a member of a home demonstration club or some other com,
munity organiation?

Is your father a member of a rural men's group ?

How does .your‘ family decide? about. spending money for home improvements
or family recreation?

Is this method satisfaotory to all family members?

Why? „...............„,...„.„„...„„.----.„„.„,._._.„..-_____-______

Do you and your family have Bible reading and prayer together? Daily _J

frequentLy“_ __J sometimesM__ , never__ V___

How often does your family attend worship services together?
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~ IV. Working activities outside the home:

Do you work outside the home? _______________ ______

Why? _.„.,.__„„„_._.....„.„...„.„..„.....„.........„...,........-When do you work? _ _
How much do you work? ______________
What type of work do you do? ______

what do you do with the money you earn'? ____________V.

You and your parents:
Place a check (V) in the column to the right of each statement which expresses
your feeling toward the statement.

Usually Part of Seldomtime ZorNever
l. My parents seem satisfied with my grades and

acoomplishments................. ............

2. I have enough money to buy what I need.............. . . .

· 3.. My .parents are generous in giving me money............ . . .

L,. My mother and father agree on the handling of money ............

5. My family has as much money as the families of myclose friends . ................. ............
6. My parents are able to help me with my problems . ........q....t
7. My parents treat me as being younger than I am..........Ä . . .

t
8. Hy parents try to make my decisions for me........ . . . . . .

9. I am permitted to use the family car when I need it..... . . . . . .

10. My mother is affectionate toward me....... ...........

ll,. My father is affectionate toward me....... ...........

12. l-Ey parents always keep promises made to me..... . . . . . . . . .

13. There are certain activities I cannot do that my
friends are permitted to do........... ............

IL,. My parents usually agree on matters concerning me ......,.,.,.
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q Usually Part of Seldom

{ ' mr. . ‘,f ’ . „„: >_ ’_ „ .· .
'Never

15. My parents seem glad to answer my questions about _
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • • I I I • I I \ • I I

16. My parents work too hard for the amount of money
they make .................. . . .............

17. I would prefer living in a different house of plac .............

18. My home is kept the way I like to have it .... . ............

l9. My parents seem to get along well together.... . . . .........

20. I am.required to do too much work at home .... . ............

2l.'M;arents seem to reject me as a person ..... . . . .........

22. My parents seem to like me best for what I do . . .............

23. My parents seem to accept me for myself alone . . .............

2h. My father seems unconcerned about m problem . . .............

25. My father seems unconcerned about m future . . . .............

26. My father disapproves of my choice of a career. . .............

27. my father shows little concern for my education . . . . .........

28. My mother seems unconcerned about problems ............ . . . .

29. My mother seems unconcerned about my future . .. ......... . . . .

30. My·mother disapproves of my choice of a career .......... . . . .

31. My mother shows little concern for my education . .............

32. My parents are too severe in their discipline
practices . . .................. . . . .........

33. My parents are not strict enough in their dis·
cipline . . . .................. . ..........,.

3L. My parents disapprove of my choice of friends........... . . . .

There are several statements below which you should read carefully. Each state-
ment has several possible answers. Please place a (w') before the answer in each
question, which would be the best for you in the situation.

1. When my father an I disagree, it seems better to:

wMM_ a. Avoid the situation until father gets over it.

_____ b. Stand my ground and not give in.

_“__ c. Gomprdmise with hmm, giving in somewhat.
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d. Do what he says whether I like it or not.

2. When I wish to have more money than my parents think I should have, it seems
better to:

a. Buy the article and charge it to my father's account.

b. Make up my mind that I do not need the article.
____ c. Do unexpected things for my parents so that they will be willing to

increase my allowance.

d. Act unhappy for awhile and my parents finally will give me the money.

e. Find some way of earning the needed money.

3. When my parents wish me to associate with semeone for wham I care little, it
seems better to:

_ a. Include htm or her in the goup to please my parents.
b. Pretend to my parents that I want to include him or her in the group

and purposefully forget to invite hinh

c. Explain the situation to my group an try to get them to include him.

d. To stay away from the group myself.

A. When I have questions concerning what is right and what is wrong, it seems
better to:

a. Ask my mother and father for they will try to answer the question
correctly.

b. Talk it over with my best friend.

c. Try to read about the question and get some information onzit, or
figure it out for myself.

d. Talk the question over with some adult outside my family.

5. when.my parents ask me to do work that interfees·with some of my activities,
it seems better to:

a. Do it as quickly as possible so that some time will be left for my
chosen activity.

b. Ask them to permit me to do it at some other time so that it will
not interfere with my other activity.

c. Ignore their request that I do the work and accept the Scolding and
punishment which they will give me.

d. Try to get someone else to do it for me.



6. When my parents want me to keep earlier hours than my friends, it seems
better to:

a. Cooperate with them happily.

b. Cooperate with them but use different ways to show them I am not
pleased.

c. Discuss it with them an see if a eompromise can be planned.

d. Suggest that parents work together on the hours.

e. Don't argue about it, but just stay out as late as I want to
because everyone else does.

7. When my parents want to help control my dating prectices, it seems better i·
to:

a. Not to let them know I am.dating.

b. Discuss the problem with them and have an unerstanding about when
to start dating, how often to date and the like.

c. Decide not to date at all and make everyone miserable by discussing
my parents* views.

List the items which would come under each heading.

l. My mother and I agree on the following things:

2. My father and I agree on the following things:

3. My mother and I disagree on the following things:



L. My father and I disagree on the following things:

5. The following things have made for happiness in my home:

6. The following things have made for unhappiness in my home

Below you will find a number of statements or questions with two answers, (a)
and (b).

If you agree with (a) and disagree with (b), write (3) in the column under
; (a) and (O) in the column under (b)

If you agree with (b)and disagree with (a), write (3) in the column under (b)
and(O) in the column under (a)

If you feel that (a) is only slightly better than (b), write a (2) in the
column under (a) and (1) in the column under (b)

If you feel that (b) is slightly better than (a), write a (2) in the column
under (b), and (1) in the column under (a).



(s) (b)
l. Teen age girls should obey their parents in all matters.

(a) yes; (b) no
2. Most teen age girls want more freedem than they can use

wisely. (a) yes; (b) no ___

3. Parents should hap ily provide the teen age girl with 2. . ~;
spending money. (ag yes; (b) no

L. Any money earned by the teen age irl should be hers
to spen as she pleases (a) yes; äh) no

5. Most parents make life too easy for their children(s) yes; (b) ¤¤
6. When a teen age girl has trouble in school, her E

parents should support her in her cause (a) yes; (b) no 1
7. When friends of teen age girls come to the home, the )

parents should let them have the living room to 5
themselves. (a) yes; (b) no _ 55

8. Parents should go with their teen age girls to social (
occasions (a) yes; (b) no _;

5
9. The rules of the family should be agreed upon by all )

family members before they are enforced. (a) yes; (b) no 5

10. A grandparent living in the home adds fun to family Eliving (a) yes; (b) no _______ß ___‘___;
5

ll. Teen age girls should go to church with their parents 5regularly (a) yes; (b) no ____ 5

12. Would you prefer that your father (a) be a successful
Q

business man; (b) be active in the church __________ ___„__

13. If you saw a big boy teasing your brother would you
(a) help tease your brother, (b) as the boy to stop the
teasing ____

lb. If your best friend came to your home would you prefer
that your mother, (a) visit with him (or her) awhile
and then leave, (b) not come into the roem where he
(or she) was.

15. If your mother seems to have too much work to do, should
she (a) let some of it go even if her child or house
does not look as well as the child or house of her
friends, (b) try to find some way of getting the work
done.
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Each of the following situations or questions is followed by three possibleanswers. Place a:

l beside the answer that seems best to you
2 beside the answer that is secon, but not the best
3 beside the answer that seems to be the poorestl. Do you think that a mother or father should — ‘

a. Approve of the friens of the daughter before the daughter becomes
friendly with them.

b. Accept the friens of the daughter without question.

c. Tell the daughter the good and bad points of her friends, and thenlet her make her own decision.
2. When a teen age girl wants some new clothes should her mother -

a. Let her buy what ever she wishes äxxce she must wear garment.

b. Buy the garment herself, since she has more experience in buying.

c. Go with the girl and help her select the garment.

3. If a neighbor disapproves of something that a teen age girl has done, the
girl's parents should —

a. Ignore the neighbor assuming that it is none of his business.

b. Ask the girl to stop the behavior of which the neighbor disapproves.

c. Talk the matter over with the girl ad agree on a plan which will
not disturb the neighbor.

A. If your family wishes to take a vacation, the type of vacation and where to
go should be decided by -

a. Majority vote of the family members.

b. By the father since he will have to pay for the trip.

________ c. By the children since vacations are primarily for the children.

5. when a family buys or rents a house in which to live it should —

a. Make sure the neighbors belong to their social class or are persons
with whom they would be glad to be seen.

__ b. Be near a good school so that the children can get a good education.

c. Be a comfortable house for the family no matter where it is located.

6. Do you prefer that your mother be the type of person who —

a. Is seriously interested in religion and the finer aspects of life.

b. Possesses qualities of leadership and organizing ability.
____ c. Is interested in social activities an likes to have fun.
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7. If you were refurnishing your home, would you prefer -

________ a. That it be furnished somewhat like the homes of your best
friends

b. That it be correct whether or not your friends liked it

c. That it have the type of furniture that family members need not
be careful about, whether or not it looks like the homes of your
friens.

8. If a mother or father punishes a child unfairly, the child should -
a. Be able to explain the situation to the parents and help him see

the unfairness of the punishment.

___ b. Accept the punish, realizing that the parent means to do the
right thing.

__ c. Refuse to accept the punishment since the parent has judged the
situation unfairly.

9. Do you prefer that your father be the type of person who —

a. Putthe interests of his fellowmen before making money.

b. Makes a good living for his family no matter what it costs.

- _ ¢r‘Is fundamentally·spiritual°inihis.attitude toward life.

VI. Some people have characteristics which annoy us. Sometimes we have charac-
teristics which annoy others and keep us from adjusting socially.

Below is a list of items in social behavior which frequently annoy people.
Place a check (V') mark before the ones which apply to you in any way — often,
occasionally, seldom or never.

Occa- Seldom Occa— Seldom
°„Q sion- or sion- or

Qften ally Never Often ally Never

(.) ( ) ( )'USSS Slang ( ) ( ) ( )Loses temper
( ) ( ) ( ) Is a poor loser ( ) ( ) ( ) Is jealous of others
( ) ( ) ( )M&1kGS fun of OÜHGTS ( ) ( ) ( )Acts superior to asso-

ciates
( ) ( ) ( ) Excludes associates .

who don't rate ( ) ( ) ( ) Plays truant - unexcused
absences

( ) ( ) ( ) Brags on own ability
and accomplishments ( ) ( ) ( ) Brags about bad behavior

( ) ( ) ( ) Comes late to class ( ) ( ) ( ) Doesn't always tell the
or meetings truth
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Occa- Seldom Occa- Seldom
sion- or sion- or

Often ally Never Often ally Never

( ) ( ) ( ) Pretens to be dif- ( ) ( ) ( ) Is too bossy
ferent than she real-
ly is ( ) ( ) ( ) Fins fault with others

(_ ) ( ) ( ) Gets feelings hurt ( ) ( ) ( ) Cannot be depended upon
easily . · .

( ) ( ) ( ) wants to pet with boys
( ) ( ) ( ) Has to have her own way

( ) ( 1 ( ) Has poor manners
( ) ( ) ( ) Flirts with boys

( ) ( ) ( ) Does not get along well
( ) ( ) ( ) Does not mix well in in girls' groups

mixed groups
( ) ( ) ( ) Chews gum loudly(I ) ( ) ( ) Is selfish
( ) ( ) ( ) Trias to attract atten-

( ) ( ) ( ) Uses too much make up tion

(S ) ( ) ( ) Soiled, unpressed ’¥.( ) ( ) ( ) Body odors
clothes _

< ) ( ) ( 1 Dirty skin
( ) ( ) ( ) Bad hheath

( ) ( ) ( ) Avoids others,unfriendly
( ) ( ) ( ) Greasy, dusty hair

( ) ( ) ( 1 Feahmi, hama, Shy
( ) ( ) ( ) worries

( ) ( ) ( ) Frivolous, giddy
( ) ( ) ( ) Resents correction ( ) ( ) ( ) Sarcastie
( ) ( ) ( ) Uncooperative

( ) ( ) ( ) Giggle and talk too
( ) ( ) ( ) Habitual gossiper loudly in public
( ) ( ) ( ) Lacking in tact ( ) ( ) ( ) Discourteous about the

feelings and rights of
( ) ( ) ( ) Dishonest in little ~ · others

ways
( ) ( ) ( ) Feel own opinions are

( ) ( ) ( ) Cheats best
( ) ( ) ( ) Tee submieeive ( ) ( ) ( ) Habitual borrower
( ) ( ) ( ) Irritable ( ) ( ) ( ) Talks too much
( ) ( } ( ) Impudent, defiant ( ) ( ) ( ) Have no sense of humor
( ) ( ) ( ) Desire f¤F Y€V@¤8@; ( ) ( ) ( ) Interrupt other people's

get even conversation
( ) ( ) ( ) Deeegree with every- ( ) ( ) ( ) Have nervous habits and

thing and everybody mannerisms
( ) ( ) ( ) Bites fingernails ( ) ( ) ( ) Unwilling to assume res-

ponsibility for own acts
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VII. Everyone faces problems in his life. Many times these can be solved quite

easily. Below is a list of problems with which we are often cencerned.
Check (»/) those which are problems to you personally.

( ) Parents have few if any cultural interests.

( ) Parents and children do not enjoy doing things together.

( ) No worthwhile books or magazines in the home.

( ) No books for children in the home.
( ) Family is insecure financially

( ) Inadequate conveniences in the home.
( ) Parents disagree on disciplining children.

( ) One or more relative or'outsider in the home.

( ) Parents too concerned about me.
( ) Have too many home responsibilities and duties.

( ) Have· too few home responsibilities and duties .· .

( ) Family does not show enough affection for me.

( ) Not enough freedom to make personal choices and decidions.

( ) Not able to confide in parents.

( ) Not satisfied with yourself, wish you were different.

( ) Dissatisfied with father's occupation.

( ) Parents expect to have money you earn.

( ) Parents too strict in keeping you home.

( ) Parents expect too much of you.

( ) Not satisfied with your personal appearance.

Other problems:
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Have you tried to get someone to help you with your problems?

' Why? __

Whd?_______________________________________________*_____“_

Vw? _......„....--„..-.....,.„„„„.„.„.....,r.„...„...........„....

VIII. Interests created by needed information. Below is a list of items which
sometimes have an interest value to us. Place a check (td) in the column
at the right of the item which most nearly expresses your interest in that
particular item.

1Degree of Interest__
Item of Interest Lit- Me- Very

_______ _____ No__r@__ tle dium much much

How to acquire personal charm ..................}. . . .

How to be well groomed ............... . . . .}. . .1. .

How to be appropriately dressed fordifferentoccasions
.......................... . . · . .

How to buy clothing .......................g. . . .
iHow to control one's weight ............. ‘......}. . . .

How can one save money ............... . . . .!......
5How to care for one's own clothing ......... . . . .‘...-•

what should one know about the practices of
public eating places........................ . .

How one should act in the presence of young men ........... . .

What to do when you need a restroom while out
with a date............................ . .

What to do in one's deisure time.....................
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of Interest Lit- Me- Very

________________________________,_______________________________ ____ None tige dium _1~g1ch m_u_9h__

How to be a gracious and successful hostess...„..... ........

How to be a welcomed_;—guest.................. ........

How to plan for informal social times...... . . .... . . . . .

How to be a good marriage partner........ . . .... . . . . .

Hhat to do when your date wants to pet. . . .... . . . . .

How to learn to like children.......... . . .... . . . . .

What are the food requirements for good health....... .........

How to make one‘s room attractive........ . . .... . . . . .

The details of menstruation........... . . .... . .....

How to make the home more attractive . . .... . . .... . . . . .

How to be a good citizen.................. .........

How to be a good neighbor............ . „ . . 1. . . . . . .

What to do after I finish school.............. ..,......

When to begin dating.................... .........

When to go steady................ . . .... . . . . .

What to do when your date wants to kiss you . . . . . .... „ . . . .

What to consider when choosing aF husband...........To
get a better understanding of religion.... . . . . . . .

where babies come from................... .........

How babies are born............... . . , . . .
Learning to appreciate music, art or literature . . . .... . . . . .

Getting acquainted with boys different from those

*

you have known................„ . . ..„. . . . . .

Getting acquainted with girls different from *
those you have known.................-. ......•..

How babies are started................... .........

How to have more money for the things you need....... .........

How to be popular with and like by young men.....„............
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Z5Itemof Interest Lit- Me- Very
___ ____________________________________________________________ ______ None " tlg dixun Much much

How to be popular with girls ................... . . . . .

What hours to keep when dating .....................,...

Good dating practices .............................

How to.live more satisfactorily with members of
your family..................................

How to be a good homemaker ......................,....

How to be a good career woman ................ . ........

How to learn good manners and social graces ......... . ........

How to be a good employee .................. . ........

How to conduct myself when working inpublicWholesome

boy-girl relationships .........................

What to talk about at a party ................ Q .........

How to be more socially acceptable and be an QT Q ·
all-around nice friendly person .............. . ........

How to be marriagable .................... . ........

How to have opportunities for earning money ......... . ........

What to do when your date wants to park ........... Q .........

How to get the most ·out of your clothing allowance .... .t ....„....

How boys and girls are alike ........... . ....Q .........

How to have more opportunities for social life and Q
recreation ................... . ....Q..........

How boys and girls are different ......... . . . .Q .........

What to talk about on a date ........... . . . .Q .........
How to entertain children .................. Q ..... . . .

The mother's and father's part in reproduction . . . . .
.Q
.........

How to improve your personality „ .............. ..... . .

The parts of the body involved in reproduction . . . . ...........

How to cook nutritious meals.............„............
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Degree of Interest > _—
Item of Interest Lit,- M@..,. __ „_ very

_____ __I\j_o_ne tle dii1_m _Much much___

Other interests

With whom would you be most comfortable, in discussing the information you would
like to have about your interests?

To whom would you go for this information? Mother Father _______ ___

girl friend school teacher ___ Sunday school teacher _____

an older friend ____ someone else who? __

Why would you choose that person?
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XI. Social times:

How many evenings a week do you sperxi away from home ?

Where do you usually go ?

l. _

2- ___________________________________>___

3- _______________________________________________________________

How many times a month do you have friends into your home for social activi-

tiea?‘
How many times a month do you go to other homes for social activities ?

Would you like to have these social times more often?

How often? ’

Why?Do

you prefer to have your social activities with girls your own age? __

older girls? younger girls?

wm'? ____„.__.„___„_____-___
Do you prefer to have your social activities with mixed groups?

Why? ________________________________________________g__________‘____

Do you feel at ease when among girls your own age ? ____________

wlw? _„__,_

Do you feel at ease when among fellows your own age? _____________

Why? ______________________________________________ _______________*_______________'________________p_________ _ _____* _ ___

XII. Dating;

l£..z<m.<le.i¤.s.=
At what age did you start dating? ________ _________

Do you think this was (1) too early ___ , (2) just right

(3) too inte _________
Did your parents approve of the time you started ‘ datingE
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How many dates do you have a month? _

Do you feel this is enough'?
A ______

Why? _

How often do you have dates at home? _______

Do your parents encourage you to bring your dates to your home?__________

Where do you go when you have dates ? (l)

(2) _________________________________,„,_____ (3) ____________________________________*_

Do your parents usually approve of where you go on dates?

Do your parents usually like your date? ______________

Have you ever permitted your dates to kiss you goodnight? ______

How often do you permit your dates to kiss you goodnight? (l) On every

date (2) just sometimes (3)just special dates al--

lowed to kiss you _ . l

Do you and your date park and pet when out driving? ________

Do you do this more than your close friends? ____________

Do you do things on dates which you do not tell your parents?

Why do you not tell them? ______*_
If you do not _d_at__g:

i At what age do you thnik girls should begin dating? ________________ ____________

At what age do you think girls should"go steady" ? _______}_______

Have you ever been asked for a date? _,_,_____________________________________Why did you not accept it'? ____ _______________________,____
Would you like to date? ______
Why?’___„______,,„,_...„,„...„.....„.._..............-.„ „-........_______________ ________ ___r_
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Why do you think some girls are asked for dates earlier and more frequently

than others?

XIII. Personal information:

Do you find it easy to discuss personal matters such as menstruation,

where babies come from with your mother with your fatherWho told you where babies come from? ___ __
How old were you when you were told? __*

Who told you about menstruation?

How old were you when you were told?_

Did you like the way it was explained to you? _

If you were not told these things by someone how did you find out?

Do you feel comfortable when you discuss things about your body?

Do you feel you understand your body an the way it functions? _

Would you be happier if you knew more about your body and the way it

functions?_____________________________w___„_____„__“_______*_____*________
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XIV. People have a variety of emotions such as — — joy, sadness, anger, love,
dislike, frustration. There are a variety of emotional outlets, or ways
of expressing these emotions. From the following list°check.those .
emotional outlets which you usually choose for the emotions which you
feel are not happy.

( ) Physical work in the house ( ) Go to the movies

( ) Physical work outside the ( ) Take it out on younger brothers and
house sisters

( ) Day-dreaming
(” ) Physical exercise

( ) Fits of anger ( ) Tell someone about it

( ) Sewine ( I Cry
( ) Make-believe illness ( ) Go off alone and keep it all inside

( ) Depression ( ) Read

( ) Cooking ( ) Scohd, slam doors

( ) Bullying ( ) Talk sarcastically

( ) suiking ( ) Feet, same and Cempiain

( ) Doing something to make some- ( ) Prayer
one happy

{ ) Go to a religious service
( ) 5i¤ai¤a C I

( ) Read a religious book
( ) Clowning ( ) Others:
( ) Bragging
( ) Playing some musical instru-

ments

( ) Join the gang
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DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU HAVE READ ALL OF THESE DIRECTIONS
V 1. You are not to write or mark on this booklet in any way, but you will indicate your answers on the

machine-scoring answer sheet as explained below.
. 2. All of the questions of this analysis refer to the person about whom they are being answered.

This person is called S, or the subject. These questions do not apply to any other person who may ·
be describing this person, S, the subject.

3. The words, "he" "him" or "his", mean the subject, whether a man or woman.
il. Be sure you understand each question; read it twice if necessary. Pleaseanswer every question;

you can give your opinion if you are uncertain about the answer.

S. Do not think too long about any one question; answer as soon as you have thought it through and
I then go on wit~h the next question. Consider this person from the viewpoint of "knowing him as I

do, I think that in the given situation, the answer would be ............," and then mark_it.

6. When an answer would be different if one consideredthe past rather than the present, answer
as of the present, unless the question expressly refers to the past.

7. On the answer sheet you are given three columns in which to mark your answer as follows:

PLUS (-|-) means "decidedly yes" or "mostly so".
. MID. means "undecided"; neither definitely yes nor no.

l
N N

MINUS (—) means "decidedly no" or "mostly not so".

Please do not mark the MID. column, unless the answer really belongs there to describe
this person, S, the subject. °

8. Your answer to each question is indicated by making a pencil mark within the pair of dotted
° lines in the column which will show your answer. Be sure that the number on the answer

row is the same as the number of the question in the booklet. ‘

9. Keep your answer sheet on a smooth, hard surface while marking your answers. Each pencil
mark should be la heavy, black line filling the space within the pair of dotted lines. When the i '
answers are to be machine scored, you will be supplied with a special electrographic pencil which is _
required for this purpose. ° _ ' °

10. If you change an answer, erase your first mark completely. s

11. Explanations or other comments are desirable and may be recorded on the reverse of the answer
sheet, but not elsewhere. ’ . ~ ”

12. Now, you are to write clearly or print your name and other requested data in the spaces provided
on the answer sheet ;—then, you will open the booklet to the first question; find answer row
number 1 on your answer sheet; and proceed until you have finished the booklet.

N
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5916 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California



Questions u··· ~ A a a ‘ ·
Mark your answers on the answer sheet. Do not mark on this booklet. Write any comment you ”

care to make on the back of the answer sheet. „
1. Does want no more than two children in his family even though his health and income are

satisfactory. 3 i Ö '

2. Is one motive Vfor S to go places so that he can talk about having been there? I ' .
3. Is S relatively calm when others are getting rattled? · V . ·
4. Does S think the government is spending too much on relief and pensions?
5. Does S resent elforts of others to tell him what to do?
6. Does_VS make a considerable use of the telephone, dictionary, or atlas when not necessary? A
7. Does

fs
sometimes have suddexi unexpected jerks of some of his muscles even though nothing has hap-

pened? · 3

8.. Is S very eager to have his own business, or be an independent professional man, or if in an organiza}
tion to be in a position to give orders rather than to take them?

9. Does S write in for samples, catalogs, solve puzzles, or submit questions to radio programs at times?
10. Is S easy-going in the matter of disciplinc? ’ .
11. Does S tend to say what comes to mind without enough thought as to whether it would be better left

unsaid? A
12. When hunting or fishing is S free from cbncern about the pain he inflicts on game, live bait, or fish?
13. Does S usually try to avoid being made a chairman of a cbmmittee or an ofticer of an organization?
14. Does S give in or stop during a controversy to "keep the peace”? · ~
IS. Does S have a voice that flows evenly and smoothly? ·

I

16. Is S inclined to say little except in response? ” ·
17. Does S have jerking motions of some muscles when unexpected things happen? .

I

· 18. Is S considerate in his demands on employees, relatives, or pupils? "

19. . Does S talk slowly (making due allowance for age)?
20. Does S sometimes surprise his acquaintances by unexpected actions? ·
21. Would S buy an article at the cheaper price if he noticed that the clerk has asked less than the price

tag indicates, apparently having misread it?
A 22. Does S act deliberately rather than impulsively? „

u 3 3
V 23. Does S often keep his views to himself because they do not seem important enough to tell others?

24. Does S move about a good deal at a social gathering?
25. Can S make a speech or public performance without stage fright? A
26. Is S likely to stay on the veranda by preference when some of the others go for tennis or a swim?
27. Does S have phobias, i.e., an unwarranted and disturbing hatred si fear of any object or group of ob-

jects or situations? · · A
28. Is S good at "breaking the ice” in a social gathering? .
29. Does S have the same religion, politics, or philosophy as his parents? i . , ’

30. Is S constantly careful to protect his health? -

. *3*
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31. Is S so sure of himself that it sometimes annoys others?

l I

32. Does S quickly recover his composure after an accident or similar disturbing incident?
33. Is S less attentive than most individuals to things going on around him?
34. Is S rather indifferent to maintaining the dignity and privileges of his job or place in life?
35. Can S work in a room with many others talking and work efficiently without strain?
36. Does S maintain uniformly, courteous behavior to other members of his family?
37. Is S the kind of a person one might call a "self starter"?
38. Can S enjoy a rest when there are distracting noises and movements about?
39. Does S love to travel and when on a trip does he seek new experiences characteristic of the country?
40. Does S chew pencils or bite fingemails? l
41. Does S sometimes say things that are dominating so that peoples’ feelings are sometimes hurt?
42. Does S have few interests or activities of his own choosing?
43. Does S "stick—to·it" at the cost of much inconvenience rather than give up?
44. Does S have some thought pressing itself on his attention too much of the time to his annoyance?
45. Does S eat slowly (making due allowance for age)? • V ,
46. Is S as much influenced in his behavior by consideration of general welfare as by considerations of his

own advantage?
47. Does S sleep well?
48. Does S take responsibility with reluctance, because he is doubtful of his fitness for it?
49. Does S think that modem prisons coddle the prisoner too much so as to interfere with needed pun-

ishment?
50. Would you consider S a "go-getter"? j
51. Is S so sympathetic with those he sees in pain as to want to do something about it?
52. Is S likely to give way to the wishes of others rather. than to seek to have hisiown way?
53. Would S feel sympathetic with conscientious objectors in time of war, where it is a war of invading

other countries by one’s own country?

54. Does S try to convert people to his views in several fields in which he is not an expert?
55. Does S prefer to take a passive role in the clubs to which he belongs? i

56. Does S become disturbed by harmless rattles, crickets or the wind?
S

A
57. Does S make a practice of offering help to motorists who need help, but do not ask for it?
58. Does S use all reasonable precautions to prevent accidents?
59. ·Does S accept 'defeat easily without any evidence of his disappointed feeling?
60. Would S probably resort to corporal punishment in the case of deliberate disobedience by his own

child at age ten? 4 _ ‘

.... 4 ... _



61. Does S get into scrapes occasionally? ·
62. Does S have a habit of blinking eyes or pulling at ears?

I •
1

63. Does S fail to finish what he sets out to do, often enough to be a bother to him? I

64. Does S incline to ride rather than walk when the distance is intermediate?
65. Do S’s "teeth get on edge” when hearing some noises?
66. Does S buy on credit to excess? q
67. Is S emphatic in voice and manner?

I

68. Can S get along with children of various ages without becoming irritated by them?
69. Has S made more than one loan outof kindheartedness in which he was “worked" and never repaid? e

70. Üan S relax easily when sitting or lying down? I I I
I

71. Does S favor zoning the city to control residence areas for negroes or orientals?
72. Does S become so scared or apprehensive at times so as to feel hot, or shivering or have skin get

goose-pimples, (goose-skin, goose—flesh)? 4I
73. Is S impatient with a child’s strong desire for a worthless object?

·
. 74. Does S feel strongly convinced of the correctnßs of his views when in a controversy, excluding those

in which he is expert?
75. Does S worry more than the circumstances warrant? '

76. Does S sometimes get quite "keyed-up” (exclusive of drinking)?
77. Does S make plans well in advance of the event and carry them out? I

78. Dqs S often get so wakeful as to be disinclined to go to bed at the usual time?
79. Does S tend to put off doing things past the time that would be best?
80. Does S take necessary risks of misfortune without undue worry?

I

81. In traveling does S watch out to help the aged, infirm, or those with children rather than leave such
acts to the ofiicials? ' I

82. Does S talk less than his share when with others?
I

83. Does S break out in more explosive action or words than would be expected from the cause?
84. Does S stand by and avoid protecting an aninal from needless suffering? ‘ I

85. Does S think less well of his ability than the facts warrant?
86. Is S opposed to the parole system for criminals? i

87. Does S try to "get things going” in the community to which he belongs? I .
88. Is S almost always truthful to others?
89. Is S lively enough so someone might refer to him as “always—on—the-go"? · 4
90. In an automobile accident in which S is involved does

Ihe
really try to see that- any damage he did

is made good?• „



91. Is S inclined to have a few select friends rather than a large circle of friends, and .speaking acquaint- .ances? A A
_ 92. Is it very hard for S to take Ablamc, so that he seeks to avoid it?
A93.In social contacts is S thought of as warm-hearted? A A . . _ . A AA „
94. Do his failures come hard to S? „ „
·95.Is S usually able to steady a difficult situation where "others lose their heads”?

ii

96. Does S put into his conversation quite a few "knocks" about others? eI
97. Is singing or whistling often started by S out of the joys of life? ‘

98. Does S express his emotions rcadily? . 1

99. Is S independent in making a judgment uninffuenced by whether he likes or dislikeis the leading sup-
porter of the proposal in question? · ti

100. Is S really fond of only a few people? ‘
101. Docs S make efforts to get others to laugh and smile?

i U

102. _Is S much interested in the affairs of other people? I I L '
103. Does S refrain from complaining, when the other is late to an appointment?

l

104. Is S sometimes thought of as a "wet blanket”? A
a 105. Is S considered cheery by some people? A U

A
106. Does S think that someone is delinitely unfriendly to him and works against him?
107. Docs S nearly always find it easy to take an interest in other peoples’ intcrests in conversation?
108. When S does criticize, is it always tactful and really meant to be helpful? A A A A
109. Does S give judgments only after a weighing of the pros and cons?

1

110. Is S relatively unaffected in listening to emotional music?‘
U ‘

111. Does S think less well of rivals than they deserve?
112. Does S express his satisfaction when hc secs beautiful things?
A113.Does S give very little time in his conversation to the criticism of people and things?
114. Does S sometimes think people are looking at him or talking about him when they are really not do-

ing so? A A
A115.Does S pay his debts and ldeep bis promises when it is possible? A A
116. Does S get over bad news quickly? I __
117. -Does S take criticism easily without rescntment? A A . A A
118. Do various satisfactions keep S’s life so full that life seems very mueh worth living? 4
119. Does S End in easy re be imparrial when called on co judge?
120. Does S “put his foot in it” often (make a tactless blundcr)? ‘ _ ··

. ·
A

i



121. Is S hearty in greeting people? . ” _ i * ‘ °

122. Is S almost free from being suspicious of the actions of others?
I

123. Does S sometimes get the experience in hearing speakers of thinking that the speaker is referring to S?

124. Does S have a tendency to do some things beyond what good judgment would indicate? ·

125. Does S rend to exaggerate his grievances?
5 ‘

126. Does S adapt readily to new difficult conditions and situations?
V

127. Do death, sickness, pain, and sorrow enter largely into S’s dreams?
128. Does S live an easy-going life with only few enthusiasms to express?
129. Does S think as well of those with whom he has a disagreement, as before?

‘ 130. Does S often‘ponder on the misfortunes of his past?
131. Does S show a uniform rather than a varied expression in talking?

I

132. Is S hard to please? ‘

133. Does S carry out assignments promptly and systematically?
134. Is S likely to be jealous?

I 135. Is S rather optimistic about opportunities for young people? ‘

136. Is S "touchy" on several things about himself _
137. Is S bothered at times with the idea that nobody cares for him?

i

138. Does S look ahead and fail to smile and show interest when passing a beautiful child?
139. Is S wellpleased with life and so never considered committing suicide?
140. Is S prejudiced in favor of his own club, college, state, etc.?
141. Does mile much?

l

142. Does S find that a minor failure or poor showing of his clan be quickly forgotten? ‘

143. Is S unsuccessful in acting, impersonating or relating incidents effectively?
144. Is S logical and scientific in his thinking?

l

145. Does S comment on many shortcomings in the shows he sees and the books he reads?
146. Does S find that the memoriés of illness or pain pass out of mind fairly soon?
147. Does S feel abused not being able to do something, instead of adapting to it by some substitute

activity?
”

p
148. Does S prefer to be with adults nearly all the time rather than with children part of the time? _

149. Does S only seldom express any grievances? ‘ . ‘
5

150. Does S have his opinions influenced by looking at things from the standpoint of his experience,
occupation, or training? _ .

151. Do companions like to be with S? , V

152. Does S often have the blues?
153. After seeing

la
tragic motion picture or drama, does S quickly retum to normal, rather than continue i

being disturbed for awhile?

. „ - 7- 1



154. Are personal interests unable to sway S from sound decisions?
i

155. Does S when on a picnic find himself sometimes unable to share the good spirits of the others?
156. Does S think well of most people, as to only rarely speak slightingly of them?
157. Does S show a cordial attitude only to close friends if at all? ·
158. Poes S think someone does not like him and speaks critically about S to others?
159. Does S smile or laugh a good deal? i i

160. Can S see things as others see them, when he wishes to?
161. Does S, when he has a grievance straightened out, continue disgruntled for a while?
162. In voting does S study the personalities and issues, sometimes voting for a candidate of the other

party, rather than regularly voting the same party ticket straight?
163. Does S refrain from giving a kiss, hug, pat on the back or otherwise manifesting pleasure in meeting

friends, except as needed for politeness, after an absence of a fortnight or so?
164. When S loses something, is he almost free from the tendency to think that some one else stole or

mislaid it? ·
165. Does S give too high an importance to his own interests and fields of knowledge in comparison with

i
others?

166. Does S find it hard to get started on a task that needs to be done? »
167. Does S find it annoying to have any criticism made of himself even though justified and from which ihe could profit? _ _
168. Can S "stand-up" under adversity well? v .
169. Does S often feel sad because of his inferiority in some repects? -

i
170. Does S show a friendly attitude in his voice or expression?

. 171. Does S prefer not to pass a cemetery, so ·as not to be reminded of death? -
172. Does S spend only very little time or no time grumbling about the condition of his work?
173. Does S succeed in preventing his emotions swaying his judgment much? °
174. Is S appealed to strongly by young lovers who are hampered by opposition? ‘
175. In disagreements with associates does S find it hard to understand how the other can possibly differ

from him, so very one sided does the matter seem? ~
176. Does S find that grief over war victims and refugees comes to mind often?
177. Does S spend too freely in view of his income?
178. Does S think he has many warm friends?
179. Does S estimate his friends too favorably, in comparison with others whom he judges more severely?
180. Is S almost free from being disturbed by either his immaturity or aging?
181. Does S have spells of liveliness (lasting at least several days) rather than staying at about the same

level? —
182. Does S have spells of being sad and depressed (lasting at least several days) rather than staying atabout the same level? l l

Now look back over your answer sheet to make sure you have an answer for every question. If
you do not know, make the best guess you can.

Be sure to look to make sure you filled in the blanks at top of answer sheet showing yourname, etc. _
... 3 ..



AN INVENTORY OF FACTORS S T D C R

Name........................................................................................ Sex................................ Date....................................................

Scores: S.............. T.............. D.............. C.............. R..............

INSTRUCTIONS: Below you will find some questions which are to be mswered by encircling either
"Yes," "?," or "No." Read each question in tum, think what your behavior has usually been, and draw
a circle around the answer that describes your behavior best. Encircle the “?" only when you are unable
to decide between the "Yes" and the "No." BE SURE TO ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. There is no
implication of right or wrong in my of these questions.

1, Do you express yourself more easily in speech thm in writing?............................................Yes ? No 1
2. Are you inclined to limit your acquaintmces to a select few?................................................Yes ? No 2
3. Do you generally prefer to take the lead in group activities?................................................Yes ? No 3
4. Are you ordinarily a carefree individual?........................................................ .. ...........................Yes ? No 4
5. Do you like work that requires considerable attention to details?........................................Yes ? No 5
6. Are you inclined to be moody?........................................................................................................Yes ? No 6
7. Do you usually have difficulty in starting conversations with strmgers?..........................Yes ? No 7
8. Are you inclined to act on the spur of the moment without thinking things over?............Yes ? No 8
9. Do you work much better when you are prccised?......................................................................Yes ? No 9

10. Do you like to chmge from one type of work to mother frequently?................................Yes ? No 10
11. Are you self-conscious in the presence of your superiors? Yes ? No 11
12. Do you daydream frequently?..........................................................................................................Yes ? No 12
13. Do you subscribe to the philosophy of "Eat, drink, md be merry, for tomorrow we

die?" ......................................................................................................................................................Yes ? No 13
14. Are you inclined to worry over possible misfortunes? ............................................................Yes ? No 14
15. Are you frequently somewhat absent-minded?.....„.....................................................................Yes ? No 15
16. Are you relatively unconcemed about what others think of your actions?........................Yes ? No 16
17. Are you inclined to keep in the background on social occasions?........................................Yes ? No 17
18. Are you more interested in athletics thm in intellectual things?.............................................Yes ? No 18
19. Are you impatient when waiting for a member of your family or for friends?..................Yes ? No 19
20. Do you like to speak in public?........................................................................................................Yes ? No 20
21. Are you inclined to live in the present, leaving the past md the future out of your

thoughts? .......................................................................-.....................................................................Yes ? No 21 *
A 22. Do you have frequent ups and downs in mood, either with or without apparent cause?..Yes ? No 22

23. Are you inclined to be slow md deliberate in movement? ....................................................Yes ? No 23
24. Are your feelings rather easily hurt?.......................„..................... ................................................Yes ? No 24
25. Do you enjoy getting acquainted with most people?Yes ? No 25
26. Are you inclined to keep quiet when out in a social group?...,..............................................Yes ? No 26 ·
27. Do you adapt yourself easily to new conditions, that is, new places, situations,

surroundings, etc?............................................................_......._,..........................................................Yes ? No 27
' 28. Do you express such emotions as delight, sorrow, mger, md the like, readily?................Yes ? No 28

29. Are you inclined to think about yourself much of the time?.......,.............._...........................Yes ? No 29
30. Are you inclined to malyze the motives of others?...................,..................................................Yes ? No 30
31. Do you usually keep in close touch with things going on around you?..............................Yes ? No 31
32. Do you often have the “blues"?..................................,....................................................t.................Yes ? No 32
33. Do you "get rattled" easily at critical moments?...-.....................................................................Yes ? No 33
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34. Is it usually difficult for you to make decisions?...-.....................................................................Yes ? NO 34
35. Do you ever feel that the world is distant and unreal to you?................................................Yes ? NO 35
36. Is it difficult to "1ose yourself" even at a lively party? ..............................................................Yes ? NO 36
37. Do you shrink from speaking in public?...................„.....................................................................Yes ? NO 37
38. Do you have difficulty in making new friends?............................................................................Yes ? NO 38
39. Would you rate yourself as an impulsive person?........................................................................Yes ? NO 39
40. Were you ever the "life of the party?"............................................................................................Yes ? No 40
4l. Are you frequently in low spirit?......................................................................................................Yes ? No 41
42. Does it bother you to have people watch you at your work? Yes ? No 42
43. Do you frequently find yourself in a gdltative state? ............................................................Yes ? No 43
44. Are your daydreams frequently about things that can never come true?............................Yes ? No 44
45. Are you inclined to be shy in the presence of the opposite sex?..........................................Yes ? No 45
46. Are you inclined to be overconscientious?....................................................................................Yes ? No 46
47. Do you often crave excitement?........................................................................................................Yes ? No 47
48. Do your interests change very quickly?..........................................................................................Yes ? NO 48
49. Are you inclined to ponder over your past?..................................................................................Yes ? NO 49
50. Do you ever feel "just miserable" for no good reason at all?..................................................Yes ? No 50
51. Are you often troubled about feelings of guilt?............................................................................Yes ? No 51
52. Do you often experience periods of loneliness?............................................................................Yes ? No 52
53. Are you much depressed when others criticize you? ...............;..................................................Yes ? No 53
54. Are you worried about being shy?............................ ......................................................................Les ? NO 54
55. Would you rather spend an evening reading at home than to attend a large party?....Yes ? No 55
56. Do you worry over humiliating experiences longer than the average person?......................Yes ? No 56
57. Would you like a position in which you changed from one kind of task to another

frequently during the day?.................................................................................... ............................Yes ? No 57
58. Do you often find that you have made up your mind too late?................................................Yes ? No 58
59. Would you rate yourself as a tense or "high-strung" individual?........................................Yes ? No 59
60. Does your mind often wander while you are trying to concentrate?..................................Yes ? No 60 ’
61. Do you nearly always have a "ready answer" for remarks directed to you?......................Yes ? No 61
62. Are you inclined to "jump at conclusions"?...........„.....................................................................Yes ? No 62
63. Do you usually prefer to let some one else take the lead on social occasions?....................Yes ? No 63
64. Do you ever daydream?......................................................................................................................Yes ? Ne 64
65. Do you ever change from happiness to sadness, or vice versa, without good reason?......Yes ? No 65
66. Do you usually derive pleasure from being "in the limelight" on social occasions?............Yes ? No 66
67. Is it difficult to hurt your feelings, even when the joke is on you?................................._......Yes ? Ne 67
68. Do you often try to find the underlying motives for the actions of other people?..............Yes ? Ne 68
69. Are you inclined to stop and think things over before acting?............. .....................,.............Yes ? Ne 69
70. Do you generally feel uncomfortable when you are the center of attention on a

social occasion?............................................................,„,,.,.,,.._...,,.__,,,_,._,,_____,,_,_,,,,__,,,,_,_____,______________Yes ? Ne 70
7l. Do you consider yourself less emotional than the average person, that is, less easily

upset? ....................................................................................................................................................Yes ? No 71
72. After a critical moment is over, do you usually think of something you should have

C1OI‘18 but failed to C10? NQ 72
73. Would you rate yourself as a lively individual?...................................,..._..___.___,______________________._Yes ? No 73
74. Are you philosophically inclined?.....................,..,__,,._,________________________ __________________________________„_________Yes ? Ne 74
75. Do you often have a feeling of unworthiness?..........................................,.......,.._.....,..................Yes ? Ne 75
76. Ccm you usually keep cheerful in spite of troubles?...............,.............._._.__._.______________._,..............Yes ? No 76
77. Do you like to play pranks upon others?....................,,.,,,__,_,._____,,,,,,._,_________________________,______,______,._Yes ? Ne 77
78. Do you often feel that people are observing you on the street?............................................Yes ? No 78
79. Do you feel lonesome even when with other people? ................................................................Yes ? No 79
80. Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority?................................................................................Yes ? No 80
81. Would you rcther be a scientist than a politician?......................................................................Yes ? No 8l
82. Are You inclined to take life too seriously?....................................................................................Yes ? No 82
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83. In social conversations, are you usually a listener rather than a talker?..............................Yes ? No 83
84. Do you frequently feel that people around you are talking about you?................................Yes ? No 84
85. Do you like to have time to be alone with your thoughts? ......................................................Yes ? No 85
86. Do you find it difficult to go to sleep at night because experiences of the day keep

"running through your head"?...................................„.....................................................................Yes ? No 86
87. Are you inclined to take your work casually, that is, as a matter of course?......................Yes ? No 87
88. Are you inclined to avoid meeting certain people on the street (bill collectors and

the like not included)?........................................................................................................................Yes ? No 88
89. Do you find it easy, as a rule, to make new acquaintances? ................................................Yes ? No 89
90. Are you inclined to be quick and sure in your actions? ................................................. ..........Yes ? No 90
91. Are you troubled about being self-conscious?..............................................................................Yes ? No 91
92. Do you often feel restless while listening to a lecture? ............................................................Yes ? No 92
93. Do you believe that people often misunderstand what you say?..........................................Yes ? No 93
94. Do you limit your friendships mostly to members of your own sex?......................................Yes ? No 94
95. Does your mind wander badly so you lose track of what you are doing?............................Yes ? No 95
96. Are you often in a state of excitement?...................„.....................................................................Yes ? No 96
97. Do you dislike to talk about yourself, even to close friends? ..................................................Yes ? No 97
98. Do you prefer to be conservative in the matter of dress and personal appearance?........Yes ? No 98

. 99. Do you like to discuss the more serious questions of life with your friends?........................Yes ? No 99
100. Are you inclined to keep your opinions to yourself during group discussions (not

class discussions)?..........................................................-.....................................;...............................Yes ? No 100
101. Do you enjoy thinking out complicated problems?......................................................................Yes ? No 101
102. Are you inclined to be introspective, that is, to analyze yourself?..........................................Yes ? No 102
103. Are there times when you seek to be alone and you cannot bear the company of

anyone? ..................................................................................................................................................Yes ? No 103
104. Are you much concemed over the morals of others? ................................................................Yes ? No 104
105. Do you frequently take time out just to meditate about things in general?........................Yes ? No 105
106. Are you usually unconcemed about the future?.......... ........................ ............... .........................Yes ? No 106
107. Do you usually become so absorbed in watching an athletic contest that you com-

pletely forget yourself?........................................................................................................................Yes ? No 107
108. Can you relax yourself easily when sitting down?........... ...........................................................Yes ? No 108
109. Are you usually a "good mixer"?....................................................................................................Yes ? No 109
110. Do you usually prefer a "slapstick" comedy to a serious drama at the movies?................Yes ? No 110
lll. Do you frequently find it difficult to go to sleep at night, even though you are tired?......Yes ? No lll
112. Would you rate yourself as a happy-go-lucky individual? ....................................................Yes ? No 112
113. Do you ever take your work as if it were a matter of life or death?......................................Yes ? No 113
114. Do you often "have the time of your life" at social affairs?......................................................Yes ? No 114
115. Do you think there is a great deal more happiness in the world than misery?..................Yes ? No 115
116. Are you frequently “1ost in thought"?..............................................................................................Yes ? No 116
117. Have you often lost sleep over your worries?................................................................................Yes ? No 117
118. Doyou like to mix socially with people?........................................................................................Yes ? No 118
119. Do you believe that the morals of modern youth are generally superior to those of

former generations?........................................................................................................................._....Yes ? No 119
120. Are you inclined to think over your failures long after they are past?..................................Yes ? No 120
121. Are there times when your mind seems to work very slowly and other times when

it works very rapidly?..........................................................................................................................Yes ? No 121
122. Are you inclined to avoid all people whenever possible? ........................................................Yes ? No 122
123. Do you enjoy participating in a showing of "Rah Rah" enthusiasm?..................................Yes ? No 123
124. Do you usually feel disappointments so keenly that you cannot get them out of your

mind? ...............................................................................-.....................................................................Yes ? No 124
125. Do you derive more real satisfaction from social activities than from anything else?......Yes ? No 125
126. When You stop to consider your future, does it usually seem very optimistic?................Yes ? No 126
127. Are yeu sometimes so "b1ue" that life seems hardly worth living?.............._._._...,,_.,..____.______Yes ? No 127
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128. Do you usually take the initiative in making new friends?............................. .........................Yes ? No 128
129. Do you spend a great deal of time in thinking over past mistakes?....................................Yes ? No 129
130. Would you be very unhappy if you were prevented from making numerous socialcontacts? .........................................................................„..... .............................................................Yes ? No 130131. Do you often feel that there are very few things in life worth living for?............................Yes '? No 131132. Do you often run over in your mind the events of the day before going to sleep at

night? ......................................................................................................................................................Yes ? No 132
133. Do you often feel that social affairs are a waste of time?......................................................Yes ? No 133134. Do you frequently feel grouchy?...............................„.....................................................................Yes ? No 134135. Are you annoyed when a boisterous person attracts attention to himself in public?........Yes ? No 135136. Are you frequently bored with people?..........................................................................................Yes ? No 136137. When failing to have your own way, do you often resort to resentful thinking?................Yes ? No 137138. Do you usually keep in fairly uniform spirits?.......„................................................................_..;_Yes ? No 138139. Do you usually prefer to take your recreations with companions rather than alone?......Yes ? No 139140. Are you usually in good spirits?................................................................ ........................................Yes ? No 140
141. Have you ever been bothered by having a useless thought come into your mind

repeatedly? .....................................................................„.....................................................................Yes ? No 141142. Are you usually well-poised in your social contacts? ..............................................................Yes ? No 142143. Does it upset you much to lose in a competitive game? .................................................,.....,....Yes ? No 143
144. Do you spend much time in thinking over good times you have had in the past?..............Yes ? No 144145. Are you often hesitant about meeting important people? ......................................................Yes ? No 145
146. Do you feel tired most of the time?...........................„.....................................................................Yes ? No 146147. Do you ever have a queer feeling that you are not your old self?..........................................Yes ? No 147
148. Is it easy for you to act naturally at a party?................................................................................Yes ? No 148149. Do you get tired of people rather quickly?....................................................................................Yes ? No 149
150. Do you like to have many social engagements?..........................................................................Yes ? No 150151. Do you ever have to fight against bashfulness?............................................................................Yes ? No 151152. Are you frequently "1ost in thought" even when supposed to be taking part in a

conversation? ........................................................................................................................................Yes ? No 152153. Do people find fault with you more than you deserve? ..........................................................Yes ? No 153154. Do you often feel conspicuous in a group of people? ..............................................................Yes ? No 154155. Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and sometimes very sluggish?..................Yes ? No 155156. Do you often speculate about why people behave as they do?...............................,,.........._..Yes ? No 156157. Do you find it almost impossible to take another person fully into your confidence?........Yes ? No 157158. Have you found books more interesting than people? ............................................_._.__._________Yes ? No 158159. Have you often felt listless and tired for no good reason?.............................__......._._._,._________Yes ? No 159160. Do you prefer action to planning for action?...........„..................................,_.....__._._.__,_,________________Yes ? No 160161. Do you often philosophize about the purpose of human existence?..........................._.__._._...Yes ? No 161
162. Do you become angry very quickly and also recover very quickly?................................,_....Yes ? No 162
163. Do you often think or dream of what you will be doing five years from now?....................Yes ? No 163164. When you are bored do you feel like stirring up some excitement?..______________,___________________Yes ? No 164165. Do you usually feel well and strong?.....................................................................__.______________________Yes ? No 165166. Do you enjoy entertaining people?......................................................._..............._......_,_..______._,______Yes ? No 166167. ls your own mood very easily influenced by people around you, that is, by happy

people or sad people?........................................................................................................................Yes ? No 167168. Does it embarrass you a great deal to say or do the wrong thing in a social group?........Yes ? No 168169. Do you like to indulge in a reverie (daydreaming)? ................................................................Yes ? No 169
170. Do you believe that “every cloud has a silver lining"? ..........................................................Yes ? No 170
171. Do you often feel ill at ease with other people?..........................................................................Yes ? No 171
172. Can you usually let yourself go and have a hilariously good time at a gay party?..........Yes ? No 172173. Do you dislike to stop and analyze your own thoughts and feelings?..................................Yes ? No 173174. Are you inclined to avoid all complicated problems of any sort?..........................................Yes ? No 174175. Do you think such questionnaires as this one a1·e "sil1y"? ....................................................Yes ? No 175




